Athlete

T/H/D

Record

Year set

Age

16.7
15.2
15.8
16.3
16.1

IH
School
Track
IH
Track

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

5.92m
6.24m
6.02m
6.66m
6.66m
6.82m
6.68m
7.23m
7.03m
6.99m
7.03m
6.96m

IH
School
Track
IH/School/Track
IH
School/Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

1997
2003
2003
1992
1997
1993
1996
2007
2008
1994
2008
1994

U14

13.37m
14.94m
16.30m
14.61m
16.44m
17.95m
14.57m
15.27m
14.84m
15.12m
15.97m
16.62m
15.00m
15.65m
18.76m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

1994
1999
1994
1998
2002
1995
2004
2004
2004
1984
2000
2002
1996
2001
1998

U14

School House
S van der Westhuizen
B Crowther
G Mattey
S Lindeman
PBHS
J Seeliger
C Ndonga
D Bester
P Mathloko
KES

49.1

IH

1996

U15

46.5

School

2009

46.0

Track

2009

School House
A Dittberner
R Arnison
F Eghan
S Lawrence
PBHS
M Light
F Casillo
H Olmesdahl
R Collins
AHS

45.0

IH

1997

43.5

School

2008

43.9

Track

2010

Solomon House
T Chikukwa
P de Chalain
O Seabelo
M Towell

44.3

IH

2007

Athlete

T/H/D

Record

Year set

15.1
16.5
14.7
15.1

School
IH
School
Track

2012
2012
2012
2012

12.03m
12.72m
13.55m
13.79
13.57m
13.63m
13.81m
14.81m
14.64m
15.26m
14.73m
15.03m
15.96m

IH
Track
School
Track
IH
School
IH
Track/School
IH
School
Track
IH/Track
School

1997
2006
2006
2010
1992
2002
1993
2006
2007
2007
1994
2008
2008

R Hartman
F Potgieter
G Mitchley (Jeppe)
F Potgieter
F Potgieter
L Ramokgopa
F Potgieter
F Potgieter
P Ngoveni (Jeppe)
J Kambourides
K Kambourides

1.85
1.80m
1.82m
1.96m
2.03m
1.95m
2.00m
2.06m
2.06m
2.00m
2.10m

School
IH
Track
IH
School/Track
IH
School/Track
IH/School/Track
Track equal
IH
School/Track

2010
1992
1988
1993
1993
2008
1994
1995
2009
1988
1988

School House
A Dittberner
R Arnison
S Lawrence
F Eghan
PBHS
G Burnett
P de Chalain
R Carolissen
O Marothodi
AHS

46.8

IH

1996

45.2

School

2004

44.8

Track

2005

School House
S Hlatswayo
L Qwabe
K Harrower
K Makhubela
PBHS
J. Seeliger
A. Engelbrecht
L. Claasen
C. Ndonga
AHS

44.8

IH

2011

42.3

School

2012

43.0

Track

2007

PBHS
A. van Wyk
S. Hlatswayo
K. van Veenhuyzen
L. Qwabe
KES

42.2

School

2012

43.1

Track

2010

42.55m
51.45m
55.56m
56.44m
60.71m
59.48m
45.58m
48.53m
49.42m
48.50m
50.46m
49.83m
47.16m
48.05m
60.92m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

2008
2005
1994
2006
2006
1995
1996
2007
2010
2001
2001
2010
2002
2002
1998

110 m Hurdles
U16
U17

T. Phala
K. Makina
D. James
L. Claasen
L. Claasen

U19

Long jump
U14
U15
U16
U17
U19

Z Stephens
O Marothodi
K Moorcroft (KES)
T Iraka
F Eghan
T Iraka
H Bond
B Motlhatlhego
D Cotter (KES)
T Iraka
B Motlhatlhego
D Strydom (AHS)

Triple jump

U15
U16
U17
U19

Shot put
U14
U15
U16
U17
U19

W Kuit
P Fourie
J van Wyk (AHS)
G van Heerden
H Bantjes
J van Wyk (AHS)
H Bantjes
H Bantjes
H Bantjes
A Mabbett
G van Heerden
F Slabbert
J Smit
G van Heerden
J van Wyk (AHS)

M. Oyedipe
K. Malapane
L. Qwabe
S. Mayekiso (KES)

W Gabryk
E Segole
E Segole
K Mathesha (KES)
T Iraka
N Mokotedi
T Iraka
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego
T Iraka
B Motlhatlhego
B Motlhatlhego

SPORT

Age

High jump

U15
U16
U17
U19

4 × 100 m Relay
U14

U16

U19

U17

Javelin
U14
U15

U16
U17
U19

F Saayman
A Smedsrud
A Smedsrud
G Smit
D Jacobs
K van der Westhuizen
(AHS)
T Blignaut
D Jacobs
N Fourie
A Jacobs
D Jacobs
A Jacobs
S Jacobs
A Jacobs

Discus
50.00m
51.66m
51.03m
55.98m
58.85m
58.84m

IH
School
Track
IH
School
Track

1988
2008
2008
1992
2008
1994

56.01m
62.90m
60.79m
61.08m
76.87m
57.00m
66.24m
60.95m

IH
School
Track
IH/Track
School
IH
School
Track

2005
2009
2004
2008
2010
2009
2010
2009

U14
U15
U16
U17
U19

D Joubert
L le Roux
J van Wyk (AHS)
L le Roux
L le Roux
J van Wyk (AHS)
W Kuit
L le Roux
G de Beer (AHS)
W Coetzee
W Coetzee
P Maritz (AHS)
W Coetzee
W Coetzee
J van Wyk (AHS)
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Athletics

1

4

2

3

5
1. School House and Solomon House battle for bragging rights in the
4 x 100m Inter-House relay.
2. Jon Seeliger gives his best and shows what Champions are made of.
3. Oliver Eggers does everything with a smile
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6
4. Michael Truebody powering his way to a personal best in the 1500m at
Inter-High..
5. Grass track, barefooted, Inter-House – the birthplace of athletes.
6. Thati Phele in the 3000m demonstrates the form which took him to
an U/17 1500m School record of 4:03.82 a week later.

SPORT
7

8

10

9

11

7. The excelling eight who represented the province at the National
Championships. Front L–R: Jon Seeliger, Shelton Mokuena,
Sandile Hlatshwayo, Sive Dzhabirov Back L–R: Chris Hemans,
Rijn Hartman, Dustin Melton, Michael Truebody
8. Edzani Kone and Thabang Sambo against tough opposition.

9. Thati Phele challenging the Inter-High U/17 1500m record
10. Jonah Young on the heels of Kyle Rorke in the B-race – the pair achieved
a 1-2 finish at Inter-High.
11. Jon Seeliger gives his best and shows what Champions are made of.
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Basketball
1st Team Basketball Report
The year started oﬀ dramatically. The team lost
narrowly to the Old Boys and then got oﬀ to a good
start in the Johannesburg League by beating St Johns
by 8 points in a crucial match during which Michael
Bond and Emmanuel Shine exhibited true courage
which led the team to victory. The team remained
unbeaten in the League.
In the St Johns tournament, where the best schools
in the country and from neighbouring countries
meet, we lost only one match in the group stages to
St Johns Zimbabwe by only 2 points. In the quarterfinals we lost fo the number one team in the country,
Durban High School, who won the tournament.
Our next challenge was the Durban High School
tournament, which got oﬀ to a good start. Our team
chemistry was stronger than ever. We beat every
team in our pool, then we met St Albans College
in the quarter-finals in a match which we won by
a comfortable 13 point lead. Phum Chonco played
with exceptional determination. Despite our loss in
the semi-finals to Prince Edward from Zimbabwe,
we were the highest ranked South African school
in the tournament. The final was an all-Zimbabwe
play-oﬀ. Ludwig Gerdes received al All-Star
award, and Zinhle Twala received a sportsmanship
award from Adidas. The Westerveld’s support
at the tournament was much appreciated. The
Durban High School tournament remains the most
prestigious tournament we have never won.
At the start of the Pretoria League we were
ranked first in the country. We walked over every
team accumulating record wins: 128–0 against
Chinese Pretoria, and scoring over 300 points
in three matches. Despite the absence of captain
Michael Bond, the team showed courage by beating
Prestige College in which many players scored
their season highs: Lihleli Yenana with 26, Ludwig

Gerdes with 27, Emmanuel Shine with 38 and rookie
Melvin Samuel with 15 points. We shifted our focus
towards defence as our oﬀence was very productive.
Our goal was to restrict every team to a maximum of
10 points in a game, which was partially successful.
The return of Michael Bond saw the team go from
strength to strength before the last group stage match
against St Albans College. The match was marked
by physical aggression and heightened tension. The
diminishing light of the setting sun hampered both
teams, but the match ended in our favour 31–28.
We were confident when we approached the
playoﬀs, but our practices were aﬀected by the
boys’ writing their exams. We played our 2nd Team
in the semi-finals. It was a match of mixed emotions
as the boys were playing against their friends,
but a very good game nonetheless. Inevitably, the
first team triumphed to reach the finals against St
Albans College. St Marys DSG hosted the finals. The
slippery court surface made it extremely diﬃcult for
us. St Albans took the lead and did not look back.
We lost the match by 8 points. Once again, Michael
Bond and Phum Chonco played very well, for which
they received All-Star awards.
The very successful season was noteworthy for
the manner in which the senior members of the team
welcomed the rookies, and then ensured that they were
fully equipped to lead the team in the next season.
We congratulate Michael Bond, Phum Chonco,
Zinhle Twala, Lihleli Yenana and Johannes
Westerveld on their Full Colour awards, and Ludwig
Gerdes and Emmanuel Shine on their Honours
awards – both of whom now embark upon their
international basketball careers.
Emmanuel Shine
(Captain)

Tshiamo “Thief 6” Legoabe running the show against Pearson Pretorius in the Old
Boys game.
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Rijn Hartman and Christopher “Jay” Ndonga, deny
all access for Pearson Pretorius

SPORT

1st Basketball Team

Front Row L–R: Chonco (Vice-Captain), E Shine (Vice-Captain), Ms C Christodoulou (Teacher-in-Charge), M Bond (Captain), J Westerveld.
Second Row L–R: P Matlala, M Samuel, Z Twala, R Hartman, L Gerdes, J Mlangeni, L Yenana.
Back Row L–R: Mr W Diepering (Coach).
Absent: Mr C Kaniki (Coach).

Basketball 2nd Team
Despite our having been coached by several diﬀerent
coaches throughout the season, we always gave of
our best on the court.
In most fixtures we encountered the 2nd Teams of
other schools, but in the Pretoria League we had to
play against some 1st Teams – which enabled us to
prove our mettle and gave us valuable experience.
In the semi-finals we had to play against but lost to

our own 1st Team. In the third/fourth place play-oﬀs
we came up against the Willows 1st Team who beat us
by a great margin, putting us into fourth place.
The team showed great strength of character and
enthusiasm throughout the season.
Connor Preston
(Captain)

The Pretorian
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Basketball
Basketball U16A
This has been a very good season for the U16A Team,
as they managed to be runners-up in the Tshwane
Schools League, behind St Albans. The season was
filled with hardships and hurdles. It was evident that
extra hours had to be invested in order to produce
outstanding results. Captained by Tumisang Malete
and his vice-captains, the team had to ensure that
every player understood what was expected of
him, especially in order to prepare themselves for
the open age group. All their hard work and eﬀort
did bear fruits, as the team breezed through the
round robin stages of the league, defeating most
teams by over thirty points in every match. The boys
developed into young men who understand what
the word team really means.
The play-oﬀs showcased some genuine talent.
Thabang Tefo (All-Star), Dylan Preston and Kabelo
Kgobane managed to accomplish their personal
goals of dunking in a regulation match, and as a
team the boys broke the one-hundred-points-in-agame mark. This they managed to achieve in two
matches in succession, which was a great milestone
for the team as a whole and which caused the young
men to intensify their eﬀorts.
The season came to an end when we lost to St
Albans in the finals by one point, due to some
questionable refereeing. In our hearts we know that
we won that game. With a majority of the players
having been selected for the First and Second Teams,
my three year programme came to a close.
I have enjoyed working with this group of twenty
young men and watching them hone and develop
themselves into fine athletes. I am proud of their
ethics and dedication in developing themselves into
future ambassadors for the sport.

1

Thanda Kweyama
(Coach)

1. Qwanele “Q” Fikeni on the free throw attempt. Basket good.
2. Zinhle “Zee” Twala going nowhere but up. Reach for the sky!
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Basketball U15A
We began the season by losing to St Benedicts in
double over-time. We won the other Johannesburg
League matches, beating KES, Jeppe and St Johns.
The players improved with every game and there
was a growing sense of togetherness within the
team. The Pretoria League began with our beating
CBC U15A. We scored more than a hundred points
in five matches. In the semi-finals of the Pretoria
League we played Rosina Sedibane U15A and beat
them 95–40 at DSG. We played the finals against
St Albans. Although it was a close match, we won
45–30. Our players won two All-Stars and Tumelo
Matebesi was voted the most valuable player.
B Mabudu
(Coach)

Daniel Anderson on the move through the
St Johns 2nd Team defence.

Basketball U15B
Coached by Brian Tsabadi, the U15B Team’s
Johannesburg League season started extremely well.
During the first term, they won every match which
they played. This was a tremendous achievement,
which gave the team confidence ahead of the
Pretoria League during the second term.
However, the second term did not start as planned.
Not only did Brian step down, but many of his
players left the team. I assumed his responsibilities,
and filled the vacant positions in the team with
players from the U15C Team.
The second term saw the team suﬀer some losses
and celebrate some wins, which qualified us for the
Pretoria League semi-finals at DSG. Unfortunately,
we were knocked out of the competition at that
stage by a strong St Albans U15 A team, but we had
to face the CBC Under 15 A’s in the third place playoﬀ the next day. Although we had lost to the same
CBC team a few weeks earlier, we were determined
to win bronze in the tournament. The boys did not
hold back in their fight for medals and they beat
CBC convincingly. Although they came only third
in the tournament, it is important to remember that

they were the only B team in a league of seven A
teams, making it a considerable achievement.
Despite the third term’s being an oﬀ-season term
when no matches took place, the boys continued
to train hard every week building up to another
Johannesburg League in the fourth term. Some boys
often went from training sessions at school to the
TUKS junior team training sessions in the evenings,
in which they enjoyed much success.
The fourth term almost mirrored the success of
the team’s perfect first term. The boys performed
outstandingly, winning all their matches apart from
a narrow two point loss to St Stithians.
Overall, it was a successful year for the U15B
Team. I was inspired by the boys’ tenacity and
determination to win, against even the toughest
opposition, and equally inspired by their desire to
train as hard as they did and to sacrifice and give of
themselves for the sake of team.

David Roebuck
(Coach)
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Basketball
Basketball U14A
My skills were tested when I was appointed as
coach of the U14A Team during the second term. It
was important that we developed a structure which
would ensure a successful season, including the
Pretoria League.
Some B Team players who had improved
immensely during the Johannesburg League were
promoted to the A Team, and some A Team players
were dropped.
We remained undefeated and reached the semifinals. That match, against Willowridge, was won
through hard work and persistence. The team knew
what awaited them after that match and our compact
defence proved to be too tight to break through.
Our final match, against St Albans, was our

greatest test. Much mental strength was needed.
Both teams started strongly but neither could gain
a lead. The match was closely contested; by the end
of the fourth quarter, the scores were tied 30–30. We
had to dig deep in overtime because our defence had
holes which were being exploited by the opposition.
However, we covered those holes oﬀensively and
won the match. The team was were ecstatic! They
deserved their gold medal.
Special mention must be made of Andrew, who
showed great leadership in captaining the team, and
Tumelo Masilela, the Most Valuable Player in the finals.

Basketball U14B

Basketball U14D

Through a tough selection process and a huge influx
of basketball players, having teams going all the way
to the E team, the U14 B Team was formed. Their talent
was noticed from the beginning and they grasped the
new concepts of the game with ease. We generally
won most of our games because each player knew
his role on the court and the very compact 2–1–2
zone defence was executed immaculately. Our point
guards ran the game very well and as a coach, I didn’t
have to do much. The posts were taller and stronger
than most and had an easy game in the paint with the
athletic guards feeding them the ball. Our shooting
was below par, but we made up for it by being able
to finish our lay-ups. All in all we had a great season
with a high winning percentage.

We started the new year with five basketball
teams. We, the U14D team, were ten keen young
men. The fixtures started in January with the
Johannesburg League in which the boys lost two
tough games. However, as the weeks went by
the boys became stronger and defeated several
Johannesburg schools, including our major rivals,
KES, St Johns and St Benedicts. A great asset to the
team was our point guard, Kaliel, who shone very
early and was soon promoted to the U14B team.
During the second term the boys beat Prestige
College, prior to the U14 tournament at DSG which
they won by a 15 point margin.

Siphumle Qanya
(Coach)

Hlangi Mhlongo
(Coach)

Siphumle Qanya
(Coach)

Humbirai
(Kumbii)
Mahina has
his game face
on ready for
whatever
comes his way
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Dylan Preston
dribbling past St
John’s opposition
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Climbing
This has been an exciting and eventful year due
to the number of competitions that were held this
year, and in which PBHS competed in. The number
of boys who are interested in climbing is growing
each year. We had about 50 boys who regularly
attended our meetings during each term. Of these,
some fifteen to twenty boys take the sport seriously
and have attended during all four terms. It was from
this group that boys were chosen to take part in the
various competitions.
The first outing was during February to the crags
near the dam wall of the Bronkhorstspruit Dam
which served as a practice session for our competing
in The Rory Memorial competition in Swinburne.
Keaghan Vryenhoek achieved half colours during
our visit to Swinburne. Other outings included a
weekends at Waterval Boven and day excursions to
Chosspile, Hartbeespoort Dam.
The Bouldering league was the first competition in
which we competed. It was held at the Exploratio Tuks
bouldering wall. Devin Murray (captain) U/19, Steven
du Toit U/19, Matthias Harvey U/16 and Keaghan
Vryenhoek U/16 were chosen to represent Gauteng
in Durban during the April holidays. All four climbers
were ranked amongst the top ten in South Africa.
Following a very successful season in the Gauteng

Schools’ League this year, twelve Boys High boys
participated in the Lead Climbing competition held
at The Barn and Wonder Wall. After four competition
rounds, the final round was held at The Barn. Boys
High came third and Kgosi Moatse achieved third
place in the U/17 section. Devin Murray, Sean
Nel, Keaghan Vryenhoek and Nick Murray were
chosen for the Gauteng Lead Climbing Team which
competed in Kwa-Zulu Natal during the September
holidays. Gauteng won the competition.
The successful Inter-House climbing competition
this year was a genuine challenge for some of the
boys. Rissik won the senior section and Arcadia the
junior section.
I thank the boys for their enthusiasm and love
for the sport. I thank Sheldon Crabtree who helped
to coach the boys during term one and our current
coach Du Plooy Mocke, who coached the boys during
terms two, three and four. Du Plooy’s passion for the
sport is an inspiration for the boys. I thank the boys
for the many rock faces we have climbed together
during the past three years.

A McLaren (Ms)
(Teacher in Charge)

Front Row L–R: D Micheal, S du Toit, Ms A McLaren (Teacher-in-Charge), D Murray (Captain), J Jacobs.
Second Row L–R: N Murray, R Grant, C Todd, R Lombard, K Savvas, D Nell.
Back Row L–R: K Vryenhoek, G Lombard, S Nel, K Moatshe.
Absent: N Mickel, J Fourie, R Bettman.
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2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3

Ben Pieterse: Waterval Boven
Simon Harvey: Wonderwall
Jan Fourie: Wonderwall
Kgosi Moatshe: Waterval Boven
Justin Jacobs: Waterval Boven
Ms Anne McLaren ( Master in Charge 2010 –
2012): Waterval Boven
7. Sean Nel, Richard Bettman, Kgosi Moatshe:
Bronkhorstspruit
8. Ben Pieterse, Nick Murray, Justin Jacobs:
Waterval Boven

4

6

7

5

8
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Cricket
General Cricket Report
After eighteen years of involvement with cricket at
Pretoria Boys High, my journey has come to an end. It
has been a memorable journey with highs and lows.
However, over time the highs have outweighed the
lows. I was asked by some staﬀ to select an imaginary
team of players who have most impressed me while
I have been involved with the First IX. This would be
a very diﬃcult task, for each year all the boys in the
First Team have been remarkable and therefore they
all deserve a knock in that imaginary team.
The First XI has ended my time at Boys High with
a very memorable Michaelmas trip. They won all
four matches, which was a first at this festival. Mr
Loupos and I were very proud of them!
The boys have always represented their school
very well in terms of their behaviour. This has made
me very proud as I have always advocated that we
play to win, but not at all costs. The reason for this
is that it takes a lot of self-discipline to control one’s
emotions on a cricket field, and I believe that it is for
the greater good of the individual and the team. It is
just too easy to win at all costs.
I thank all the cricket staﬀ for their loyal support
and tireless dedication to cricket at the school. It is

their dedication and hard work which have created
such a loyal following of the game at the school.
I owe my greatest debt of gratitude to Chalky
Sommerville who has been my mentor at Boys High
and who has had a massive influence on my life. I
will never forget all that he has done for me and the
loyal support which he has given me in all spheres
of my life. I will never forget him.
A “young” gentleman by the name of Abram
Shalang has taught me how to be humble. His
unwavering commitment to cricket at this school for
so many years has earned him huge respect amongst
the cricket staﬀ. We have had a very rewarding
relationship and I will miss him.
I thank Andrew de Kock and Nick Loupos
for always believing in me and giving me their
unconditional support.
I congratulate Ryan O’Donoghue, the U15C
coach, on remaining unbeaten the whole year. This
is an exceptional record to have achieved. Well done
to him and his team.
Mornay van Zyl
(Master in Charge)

1st Cricket Team

Front Row L–R: S Horsley, H Prinsloo, A Markram (Captain), C Bosch, M Hawken (Vice-Captain).
Second Row L–R: M Klomp, C van Pletzen, J Gous, D Melton, K Short, J Kirsten.
Back Row L–R: Mr M van Zyl (Master-in-Charge), Mr N Loupos (Coach).
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The 2012 year of cricket followed a similar pattern
to 2011 – a slow start at the beginning of the year,
when a few matches which might have gone either
way ended up going against us, and a success-filled
run of matches at the end of the year. However, there
was a slight diﬀerence: the majority of this year’s
team were players who had played in 2011, which
resulted in a steely character and ruthless execution
of all the necessary disciplines which can come
only from a team which has extensive experience.
In addition, the eleven boys playing together at the
end of the year thoroughly enjoyed one another’s
company and did not mind spending seven hours
together on a Saturday and some nine hours a week
at practice.
The year started with a pre-season tour to Grey
College for the Grey Festival and defeat to DHS in
a match in which our lack of match practice was
cruelly exposed. We lost the toss, bowled first and
conceded what I thought was a very “chaseable”
total of 216 in 60 overs. We were knocked over
for 99, the bulk of the runs having been scored by
Shane Horsley and Aiden Markram. Our second
match, against Selborne, yielded a far better batting
performance, but unfortunately bad light consigned
the game to a draw. We went from strength to
strength and our last match against Grey High
School produced a win on a very diﬃcult pitch, with
some resolute batting by Helgard Prinsloo against
a backdrop of support from the Aﬃes First XI. On
the first day back at school, the team was playing
its fourth match (a day/night fixture against St
Stithians), then the fifth match (against St Albans in
the Twenty20 competition) on the second day and
finally the sixth match, the traditional Old Boys
fixture on the first weekend back at school (which
ended in a dramatic 3-run loss in pursuit of a target
of 267). Before only one week of school had passed,
the boys were understandably exhausted.
A loss to St Benedicts was followed by one of the
most dramatic turn-arounds I have ever seen, against
“the old enemy”, Aﬃes. The game was meandering
by the first drinks break, with Aﬃes on 74/3,
Boys High having dropped three catches and the
team in general experiencing a lull, with not much
motivation on the field. Immediately after the drinks
break, Dustin Melton returned for his second spell
and after being hit back over his head for 4, induced
an edge from Aﬃes’ key batsman which was caught
by a spectacular, full length, one-handed, diving
eﬀort by wicket-keeper Shane Horsley (the ball
probably would have hit second slip on the chest if
he had been there). This was the spark which ignited

the turn-around. In Dustin’s next over, there was an
almost an identical sequence of events: being hit
back over his head for 4 by a left hander, followed
by a thick edge, followed by an identical spectacular
diving catch by Shane. The fireworks did not stop
there: there were two brilliant direct-hit run-outs by
Michael Klomp fielding at point and throwing to the
non-strikers end, and an outstanding one-handed
reflex catch at slip by Corbin Bosch. All of these
amazing performances resulted in Aﬃes going from
74/3 to 110 all out.
There were two more wonderful performances
from the team which came close to the achievements
of this match against Aﬃes, and both were against
the same team – Maritzburg College, a team against
which Boys High had had only minimal success in
the past. The first instance took place in a T20 match
at the St Davids Festival. On the Saturday, having
already played a match in the morning against Hilton
College, who were thoroughly thumped, thanks to
a brutal innings of 85 by Aiden (and subsequently
the tournament’s highest score), we came up against
a Maritzburg attack which restricted us to 101/6 in
our 20 overs, a total which, at less than a run-a-ball,
was not easily defendable. We had the ideal start,
with Corbin picking up a wicket in the first over. Two
partnerships followed which looked as if they were
going to take the game away from us, but Corné
van Pletzen and Kevin Short bowled controlled and
suﬀocating spells that eﬀectively won the game for
Boys High. Corné bowled his four overs claiming
2/18 and Kevin’s four overs produced figures of
3/22 (the last wicket of which was a brilliant catch
by Shane standing up to the stumps). The whole
team defended the total like Trojans and managed to
restrict Maritzburg College to 91/7 in their 20 overs
– an eﬀort which left the boys completely drained.
The second of the spectacular matches was at the
Michaelmas Festival. Boys High batted first on a
slow pitch; we were bowled out for 196 inside our
allotted 50 overs. Having seen the pitch keep low,
I imagined that our medium pacers and spinners
would do the job for us in successfully defending
the total. How wrong I was. Corbin and Dustin
produced a devastating opening spell of aggressive
and accurate fast bowling which, along with a cheeky
run-out by Shane, reduced the College innings to
26/7. The game was eﬀectively over at that stage,
but their tail obdurately blocked out our attack until
the forty-first over when their last wicket fell on 100.
Along with that victory against Maritzburg
College at Michaelmas, this team served up crushing
defeats to Northwood, a KZN Development team
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and Clifton College. The team finished as the highest
run scorers of the festival, the only team to take 40
wickets (in other words, the only team to bowl out
their opposition in every game played), and the first
Boys High First XI in forty-five years of attending
Michaelmas to win all four of their games.
Having reached such phenomenal heights, the
goal was to maintain the high standards which
the boys had set for themselves. Unfortunately,
inclement weather in the fourth term allowed only
one match to be completed, two were washed out
completely and two were abandoned after heavy
downpours (we more than likely would have been
victorious had the games been allowed to run their
course – against Jeppe and St Johns). The match
which that was completed was, once again, against
“the old enemy” across the railway line – Aﬃes. We
produced a dominant and, once again our keyword
for this year, ruthless performance in which the team
chased 252 inside 42 overs.
I thank all the boys who played for the First XI
this year for all their hard work and dedication.
The successes which they achieved would not have
been possible without the disciplined yet relaxed
approach which we managed to balance this year.
They can be very proud of themselves and of what
they have achieved as well as having survived a
litany of Jolene sessions.
Lastly, I pay tribute to a man who has dedicated
eighteen years of his life to Pretoria Boys High

School and to cricket – Mr Mornay van Zyl. Under
his guidance cricket has achieved successes which
are not always recognised by those who are not inthe-know. The successes have often been below the
line and never really marketed to the advantage
of the school. It is a fact that of the teams which he
has coached, there have been: two South African ‘A’
and franchise players; three South African Schools
and SA U19 players; two SA U17 players; scores of
provincial representative players (the above are not
the same players). It is also a fact that the leading
run-scorer (and second highest wicket-taker) ever in
the Premier League in Pretoria club cricket is a Boys
High boy; the highest wicket taker ever is also a Boys
High boy, both of whom played under Mr van Zyl.
He always saw his job as coach at the school being
to instil the ethos and love of the game and to play
the game in the proper spirit. His focus was never to
have boys achieve representative level. He was once
asked by a boy when he would consider himself to
be successful as a coach; he answered that even if not
one boy from a team which he coached was selected
to be a provincial representative, but every boy in
that team carried on playing cricket long after school,
he would have succeeded in his task. He has been a
constant source of support and humour for all the
cricket coaches at the school, and his experience and
expertise will be sorely missed. On a personal note, I
thank him for making my task over the last two years
an easy and enjoyable transition.

Player Profiles
Aiden Markram (Captain)
I believe that Aiden is one of the most gifted and
talented schoolboy cricketers I have had the pleasure
to coach. His wicket was definitely the most prized
by the opposition, and they knew that beforehand.
It was a crime that he was not selected for the
provincial U19 team, which is poorer and weaker
without his talent.
Full Colours
Matthew Hawken
Matthew was the most consistent batsman in the
side this year. His statistics do not reflect his value to
the team. He always got the team oﬀ to a good start,
provided an anchor throughout the innings, and did
it with minimum fuss. His work ethic is second to
none; his eﬀorts and the foundations which he has
laid for himself will make him a prolific batsman at
club and higher levels.
Full Colours
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Helgard Prinsloo
Helgard had a mixed season this year. His decision
making and shot selection sometimes let him down.
When he did get it right he was awesome to watch
and devastated the opposition attacks.
Half Colours
Daelon Campbell
Daelon came into the team on the back of big,
consistent performances for the U15 A team. He is an
attacking batsman who did not stand back for any
bowler and can be destructive once he gets going.
Half Colours
Jamie Gous
Jamie is an outstanding thinker of the game. He has
a natural ability to hit the ball hard and straight (as
Aiden will attest to). He bowls with cunning and
deception and was usually diﬃcult to get away. He
has exceptionally good hands in field, and taking
blinding catches was par for the course with him.
Half Colours

Corbin Bosch
Corbin remains one the best schoolboy fast bowlers in
North Gauteng and one of the most gifted cricketers
with whom I have ever had the pleasure to work.
He was unfortunate not to become the second Boys
High cricketer to have played one hundred matches
for the First XI, due to the two washed-out matches.
He was, however, good enough to break the school
record for the most wickets taken for the First XI and
I am sure that his haul of 130 wickets will stand as a
record for a long time.
Full Colours
Kevin Short
Kevin is a wholehearted cricketer who never stops
trying and never stops working on improving
his skills. He was the hardest working cricketer
in practice and in matches and even though his
statistics do not reflect it, he was an invaluable
member of the team.
Half Colours
Tyler Easton
Tyler was one of the easiest selections I have ever
had to make from the Second XI. In his first match
in the open age group for the Second XI, he grabbed
a match haul of 8/25. After one more match for the
Second XI, he was playing for the First XI and took
to it like a duck to water. Apart from his nervous
start against Eldoraigne, he has produced excellent
performances in every match.
Full Colours

Dustin Melton
Dustin is the archetypal big, intimidating fast bowler.
He enjoys bowling fast, but has shown that he can
be extremely economical when bowling oﬀ his short
run-up at half pace. He is a passionate player who
rides his emotions to his success.
Full Colours
Corné van Pletzen
In a team which boasted a strong pace attack, Corné
provided the perfect foil. He has come a long way
from being a big turner of a cricket ball who bowled
at least one bad ball an over, to being a big turner of
a cricket ball who gave nothing away. After he had
picked up a wicket, he was often like a fast bowler
in that he would run through a team taking bunches
of wickets.
Full Colours
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Shane Horsley
Shane is one of the most naturally gifted and best
wicket-keepers the Boys High First XI has had for
many years. His quick hands behind the stumps
translated into a fast bat speed when batting and
a frightening ability to hit the ball hard and far
without much eﬀort.
Full Colours

Jacques Kirstein
Jacques was another wholehearted cricketer who
worked extremely hard during practices and during
matches. As a person, he is the kind of man with
whom one would go to war and hope to have in the
trenches with one. He often played knocks where he
needed to stabilise the innings and stop the rot. He
was a dependable fielder who threw his body about
the field and never let anything through.
Half Colours
Other boys who played for the First XI during
the course of the year: Luvo Claassen, Thomas
Mashiane, Steven Meyburgh, Michael Klomp, Philip
Hendry, Mbulelo Jimlongoe, Shivaar Chuturgoon,
Kyle Glass.
Mr N Loupos
(Coach)

“Coiling the spring”. Matthew Leppan in full cry.
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1st XI Cricket Team Results
vs DHS
DHS
PBHS

216/8
99

PBHS lost by 117 runs
vs Selborne
PBHS
260/9

Selborne
34/1
Match Drawn
Vs Grey High School
Grey High 130/5
PBHS
132/8
PBHS won by 2 wkts
vs St Stithians
St Stithians 199/6
PBHS
139/10
PBHS lost by 60 runs
vs St. Albans 20/20
St. Albans 117/4
PBHS
118/6

PBHS won by 4 wkts
vs Old Boys XI
Old Boys XI 266/7
PBHS
263/8

PBHS lost by 3 runs
vs Menlo Park 20/20
PBHS
91/10
Menlo
94/4
PBHS lost by 6 wkts
vs St Benedicts
PBHS
201/9

St Benedicts 202/4
PBHS lost by 6wkts
vs AHS
AHS
110/10
PBHS

112/3

PBHS won by 7 wkts
vs Grey College
Grey College 205/8
PBHS

170/10

PBHS lost by 35 runs
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8/01/2012
Bosch
3/20
Horsley
50
Markram
30

vs St. Davids
PBHS
204/8

9/01/2012
Kirstein
Bosch
Gous
Horsley
Melton

St. Davids 207/6
PBHS lost by 4 wkts
vs KES
PBHS
150/10

42
40
37
30
1/9

KES

87/3

10/01/2012
Bosch
2/23
Prinsloo
45

Match Drawn
vs Centurion
Centurion 160/8

18/01/2012
Short
2/32
Bosch
2/39
Markram
53

PBHS

19/01/2012
van Pletzen
Markram
Gous
Bosch

22/01/2012
Hawken
25
Markram
2/31
28/01/2012
Gous
Bosch
Hawken
Markram
4/02/2012
Melton
van Pletzen
Prinsloo
Markram
11/02/2012
Bosch
Melton
Prinsloo
Markram
Kirstein

PBHS lost by 61 runs
vs St Albans
St Albans 283/6
PBHS
154/6

2/7
30
26*
21*

21/01/2012
Gous
3/48
Markram
111
Kirstein
Prinsloo
27

40
34
33
2/31

3/38
2/12
58
21

3/20
3/61
48
41
20

99/10

Match Drawn
vs Centurion
PBHS
207/10
Centurion

29

209/7

PBHS lost by 3 wkts
vs AHS
AHS
251/4
PBHS
200/9

PBHS lost by 51 runs
vs Eldoraigne
Eldoraigne 132/10
PBHS
133/4
PBHS won by 6 wkts
St. Davids 20/20 Festival
vs Grey College
PBHS
123/4
Grey College 118/6
PBHS won 5 runs
vs Hilton College
PBHS
145/7
Hilton College 116/8
PBHS won by 31 runs

18/02/2012
Kirstein
Markram
Horsley
Short
van Pletzen

45
44
39
31*
4/27

25/02/2012
Kirstein
Joynt
Markram
Short

39*
20
1/8
1/24

1/03/2012
Short
Bosch
Short
van Pletzen

4/21
2/30
37*
16

3/03/2012
Bosch
5/58
Hawken
64*
Markram
35
18/08/2012
Markram
Hawken
Gous
Melton

93
46
3/25
2/31

25/08/2012
Melton
Hawken
Markram
Prinsloo

2/52
44
25
23

28/08/2012
Markram
3/1
Bosch
3/22
Hawken
58*

7/09/2012
Horsley
45*
Gous
40*
Gous
2/18
8/09/2012
Markram
Hawken
Short
Melton

85
34
2/8
2/14

Maritzburg

91/7

8/09/2012
Markram
Campbell
Kirstein
Short
van Pletzen

KZN Dev.
31
23
15*
3/22
2/18

PBHS won by 10 runs
Vs St Davids
PBHS
137/7

St Davids
138/5
PBHS lost by 5 wkts
vs Garsfontein
PBHS
306/3

Garsfontein 132/10
PBHS won by 174 runs
vs Paul Roos
PBHS
233/6

Paul Roos

113/10

PBHS won by 120 runs
vs Montana
PBHS
233/5
Montana

122/10

PBHS won by 150 runs
vs Clifton College
Clifton
180/10
PBHS

9/09/2012
Hawken
Bosch
Markram
Easton

41
35*
35
2/21

15/09/2012
Markram
Prinsloo
Campbell
Bosch
Melton

123
94
47*
4/27
3/32

21/09/2012
Hawken
Horsley
Prinsloo
van Pletzen
Easton
Bosch

86
33
32
4/21
3/20
2/14

22/09/2012
Markram
Hawken
van Pletzen
Bosch
Easton

118*
51
3/6
3/34
2/17

PBHS lost by 111 runs
Michaelmas Cricket Festival
vs Northwood
29/09/2012
PBHS
208/10
Bosch
34
Hawken
32
Horsley
32
Glenwood 120/10
Short
2/22
Easton
2/28
PBHS won by 88 runs
vs Maritzburg College
30/09/2012
PBHS
196/10
Bosch
44*
Campbell
37
Maritzburg 100/10
Bosch
4/16
Melton
3/23
PBHS won by 96 runs
vs KZN Development
1/10/2012
PBHS
244/6
Campbell
48
Bosch
44*
Gous
44
Horsley
31*

94/10

182/3

PBHS won by 7 wkts
vs Menlo Park
Menlo
236/9

Markram
Easton
Horsley
van Pletzen

2/2
2/2
2/12
2/17

2/10/2012
Easton
van Pletzen
Hawken
Campbell
Markram

5/34
3/29
66
61*
29

SPORT

vs Maritzburg College
PBHS
101/6

10–11/10/2012
Markram
2/29
Easton
2/50
Hawken
21*

PBHS
39/1
Match abandoned due to rain
vs Waterkloof
18/10/2012
PBHS
112/10
Hawken
33
Bosch
30
Waterkloof 114/4
Melton
3/32
PBHS lost by 6 wkts
vs Jeppe
20/10/2012
Jeppe
121/10
Bosch
5/17
Melton
3/27
PBHS
83/0
Prinsloo
59*
Hawken
16*
Match abandoned due to rain
vs Mamelodi 20/20
23/10/2012
PBHS
157/3
Hendry
58*
Chuturgoon 45
Mamelodi 19/6
Melton
2/7
Campbell
1/4
Easton
1/6
PBHS won by 94 runs (D/L Method)
vs Hartebeespoort 20/20
25/10/2011
PBHS
170/5
Campbell
50
Chuturgoon 38*
Jimlongoe 27
Hartebeespoort 84/10
Easton
2/11
Meyburgh 2/16
Claasen
PBHS won by 86 runs
vs AHS
3/11/2012
AHS
251/6
Melton
2/40
PBHS
253/5
Markram
110
Hawken
34
Gous
33*
PBHS won by 5 wkts
vs St. Johns
10/11/2012
PBHS
287/6
Horsley
58
Bosch
53*
Hawken
41
Markram
40
St. Johns
101/0
Match abandoned due to rain

2/17
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2
5
3
1
5
0
0
1
0
0

5

1
5
3

4
27
32
2
27
2
6
16
10
32

17

31
18
10

N.O.

13
1
2
1

25
2
21
2

Matches Inn

Bosch Corbin 33
Brinsford Oliver 4
Campbell Daelon 23
Chuturgoon Shivaar 2
Claasen Luvo 4
Easton Tyler
19
Gous Jamie
31
Hawken Matthew32
Hendry Philip 2
Horsley Shane 32
Jimlongoe Mbulelo 2
Joynt Bradley 6
Kirstein Jacques 19
Klomp Michael 10
Markram Aiden 33
Mashiane Thomas4
Melton Dustin 34
Meyburgh Steve 6
Prinsloo Helgaard 31
Short Kevin
33
van Pletzen Corne 27

Players

Runs

The Pretorian

598
199
34

77

33
376
892
60
441
50
48
267
81
1174

478
7
408
83

BF

1087
329
56

114

74
634
1576
63
513
51
90
536
251
1352

446
9
519
63

94
37*
16

16*

23
44
86
58*
58
27
20
45
25
123

Average

39.83
7.00
21.47
83.00
DNB
16.50
17.09
30.76
60.00
20.05
25.00
8.00
17.80
8.10
36.69
DNB
6.42
DNB
19.93
15.31
4.86

H.S.

53*
7*
61*
45

55.01
60.49
60.71

67.54

44.59
59.31
56.60
95.24
85.96
98.04
53.33
49.81
32.27
86.83

107.17
77.78
78.61
131.75

S/R

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

0
0
0
0

3
0
0

0

0
0
5
1
2
0
0
0
0
2

1
0
2
0

100s 50s

4
7
13

19
1
16
4
0
14
19

19
113
121

151
8
191
24.1
2
163.3
158

661
47
826
90
19
705
643

57
445
543

804
105
11

MaidensRuns

34
0
0

233.5
22
3

Overs

PBHS 1st XI 2012

23
1
34
3
0
27
35

2
26
12

28.74
47.00
24.29
30.00
**
26.11
18.37

28.50
17.12
45.25

17.48
105.00
5.50

Wickets Average

46
1
2

Econ

4.38
5.88
4.32
3.73
9.50
4.32
4.07

3.00
3.94
4.49

3.44
4.77
3.67

39.39
48.00
33.71
48.20
**
36.29
27.09

57.00
26.08
60.50

30.46
132.00
9.00

S/R

3/1
1/16
3/23
2/16
0/19
4/21
4/21

2/17
5/34
3/35

5/17
1/35
1/3

BB

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0

2
0
0
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1. Nathan Dunkley 3rd team vs Aﬃes takes a great
catch
2. Aiden Markram raises his bat for (another)
hundred; his third of the season”.

2

The achievements of the 2nd XI were very
encouraging, with a number of individuals making
break-through performances. The boys won eleven
of fifteen matches, finished the year very strongly
by winning seven of their last eight matches, and
by capturing their Pretoria League title. Their
bowling is certainly the strength of this team, with
well stocked seam and spin options. Many of the
batsmen showed increasing signs of maturity and
displayed a wider range of skills.
Our first match was a 40 overs a side day/night
match at St Stithians. We batted first and scored
184 all out, with Kevin Short top scoring with 58.
Despite Steven Meyburgh’s two wickets for 31 runs
and Joshua Richter’s two wickets also for 31 runs, St
Stithians passed our score with five wickets in hand.
Results (all matches are 50 overs unless stated
otherwise):
v. Old Boys (van Onselin XI): PBHS 2nd XI 258/6
(Orrin Palmer 93 and Bradley Joynt 72). The van
Onselin XI 191 all out (Kevin Short 3/23). The 2nd XI
won by 67 runs.
v. St Benedicts: PBHS 260 all out. (Bradley Joynt 60
and Shivaar Chuturgroon 58). St Benedicts 77 all out
(Steven Meyburgh 5/13). PBHS won by 183 runs.
v. Aﬃes: PBHS 91 all out. Aﬃes 92/1 (Chris Ralston
1/14). PBHS lost by 9 wickets.
v. St Davids: St Davids 108 all out (Oliver Brinsford
2/11). PBHS 109/2 (Bradley Joynt 49). PBHS won by
8 wickets.
v. KES: KES 220 all out (Chris Ralston 3/41 and
Matthew Leppan 3/43). PBHS 150 all out (Philip
Hendry 33). PBHS lost by 70 runs.
v. St Albans: PBHS 223 all out (Oliver Brinsford 33
not out). St Albans 184 all out (Chris Ralston 2/19
and Mbulelo Jimlongoe 2/20). PBHS won by 39
runs.
During the third and fourth terms, the 2nd XI
participated in the Pretoria League, and some
outstanding individual performances ensured
that the boys won their league. The most notable
achievements were: Tyler Easton’s brilliant, fiery
and destructive bowling spell against Garsfontein,
when he sent stumps cart-wheeling out of the
ground on his way to a match haul of 8 wickets for
48 runs. Philip Hendry crafted a virtuoso 138 not out
and Daelon Campbell oozed class in his 102 runs on
debut for the 2nd XI against Willowridge – both boys
put together a brilliant 230 run partnership. Shivaar
Chuturgroon showed incredible composure to score
36 not-out and to hold the innings together with
some tail end support from Steven Meyburgh and a
courageous Kyle Glass (who came back from hospital

to bat against doctor’s orders with his dislocated
finger) – the boys scraped home in an incredibly
tense one wicket win against Wonderboom. The
stuﬀ that legends are made of!
The only term three / four loss came at the hands
of our neighbours, Aﬃes, when we had the match
under control at 117/2, chasing a further 83 runs in
21 overs with two set batsmen. What followed can
be described only as a batting implosion. We gave
away our wickets to be bowled out for 155. We have
yet to fathom the reason for our batting collapse.
Was it a lack of self belief? Was it complacency? Was
it a lack of composure? Were the batsmen thinking
too much about the result? The answer is probably
in a combination of the above.

SPORT
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Results of the 2012/13 (Term 3 and 4) season:
v. Garsfontein: PBHS 209 all out (Chris Ralston 43).
Garsfontein 130 all out (Tyler Easton 8/48). PBHS
won by 79 runs.
v. Willowridge: PBHS 340/5 (Philip Hendry 138 not
out and Daelon Campbell 102). Willowridge 82 all
out (Chris Ralston 4/13). PBHS won by 258 runs.
v. Wonderboom: Wonderboom 143 all out (Steven
Meyburgh 3/19 and James Simpson 3/35). PBHS
144/9 (Shivaar Chuturgroon 36 not out). PBHS won
by 1 wicket.
v. Hartebeespoort: Hartebeespoort 156 all out (Dale
Harris 4/30 and Steven Meyburgh 3/51). PBHS
157/5 (Chris Ralston 56). PBHS won by 5 wickets.
v. Centurion (25 overs per innings): PBHS 173/2
(Thomas Mashiane 66 and Jacques Kirstein 54 not
out). Centurion 96 all out (James Simpson 2/12 and
Chris Ralston 2/13). PBHS won by 77 runs.
v. Jeppe: PBHS 180 all out (Liam Rochford 30). Jeppe
129 all out (Byron Lotter 3/33). PBHS won by 51
runs.
v. Aﬃes: Aﬃes 199/9 (Steven Meyburgh 3/40 and
Thomas Mashiane 3/44). PBHS 155 all out (Philip
Hendry 40). PBHS lost by 44 runs.
v. St Johns: St Johns 133 all out (Byron Lotter 2/21,
Philip Hendry 2/24and Luvo Claassen 2/27). PBHS
134/3 (Aston Fortuin 54 not out). PBHS won by 7
wickets.
Due to the cricket season’s overlapping with the
Matric exams there was a high turnover of players
between the end of Term 1 and the start of Term 3.
The following boys were regulars in the 2nd XI either
in Term 1 or Terms 3 and 4: Oliver Brinsford (Captain
in Term 1), Shivaar Chuturgroon, Luvo Claassen,
Aston Fortuin, Kyle Glass (Captain in Terms 3 and
4), Dale Harris, Philip Hendry, Mbulelo Jimlongoe,
Bradley Joynt, Jacques Kirstein, Matthew Leppan,
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Byron Lotter, Thomas Mashiane, Steven Meyburgh,
Orrin Palmer, Chris Ralston, Joshua Richter, Liam
Rochford and James Simpson.
We thank Mr Mornay van Zyl, our departing
Master in Charge, for all that he has done for cricket
at Boys High. He has always shared his considerable
knowledge and passion for the game with all the
boys and coaches. He has put in many hours unseen
in order to ensure that facilities are ready and that
matches take place or are rescheduled whenever
possible. He will be missed.
We thank Mr Shalang and the grounds staﬀ, all
of whom are important in the Boys High cricket
community. Despite the volatile Highveld summer
weather, they always prepare excellent pitches so
that the boys may display their skills on match day.
We thank Mrs Jolene Campher, our cricket fitness
and skills expert who has made a crucial diﬀerence
to the way in which the boys approach cricket. She
took the boys out of their comfort zone and they
dreaded her Monday fitness sessions, but I am sure
that the boys will agree that it was a case of “what
doesn’t kill you will make you stronger”.
We thank the parents for the support which they

give to their sons. They commit entire Saturdays
watching their sons play. Sometimes their son might
be out for a first ball duck, or not have a chance
to bowl, but the parents take pleasure then in the
performances of their son’s team mates, and without
fail the parents will be back again the following
Saturday to support Boys High, and in the hope of a
special performance by their son.
I would like to issue two challenges to the 2nd XI in 2013:
• To the bowlers: You must cut down drastically
on the extras which you concede, which is the
only obstacle in your path to becoming a truly
fantastic bowling unit.
• To the batters: You have fantastic shot-making
ability, but you must develop your ability to
rotate the strike more frequently, and force
yourself to bat for longer than 20 overs.
We thank the boys for the passion and enthusiasm
with which they practise and play under the African
sun. Keep working hard and smart on your skills
and you will reap the rewards.
Jaydon Kelly
(Coach)

Cricket 3rd Team
The season started with a T20 game versus St
Stithians College in Johannesburg. Pretoria Boys
High batted first and scored at the rate of eight
runs per over, leaving Saints with an uphill battle.
As a team we were over confident; we did not bowl
consistently enough and one of the Saints batsmen
fully exploited our lethargic approach. He scored 72
runs oﬀ 34 balls and won the game for the Saints 3rd
Team in a nail-biting last over.
As a team we learned much from this game and
we made sure never again to underestimate any
opponent again.
The game of the season came in term one when
we played Afrikaans Hoër Seunskool. We decided
to bat first and posted a defendable total. We were
determined to field and bowl well in order to restrict
Aﬃes. After two wickets our tails were up and we
played with much confidence. The Aﬃes number four

Donovan Ferreira U14A keeper watches the St Davids batsman
lose his wicket.
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batsman came to the crease with other ideas. He batted
very well and cleared the boundary with a few mighty
shots. Aﬃes started to close the gap, and defeat became
a reality. Batsman number four was a real threat. He
stepped forward confidently to hit the ball out of the
grounds one more time, but Nathan Dunkley leaped
into the air. He jumped higher than ever before, and
took a magnificent one-handed catch on the boundary
to stop a six and to get rid of batsman number four.
(Photograph below). PBHS won the game.
The 3rd Team won all their other matches.
I thank all the boys who played for 3rd Team for the
manner in which they played. In defeat or victory,
with determination and good sportsmanship, they
held high the name of Pretoria Boys High School.
Mr Mouton Badenhorst
(Coach)

Aiden Markram “Wonderful athleticism
produces another run out”.

The first weekend of term one marked the start
of the 4th Team cricket season with the traditional
fixture against the Old Boys.
Trials were held on the Wednesday following
the Old Boys fixture and preparation started for the
season ahead.
Our first fixture was against KES – a tough one to
start with and together with Aﬃes, normally one of
our toughest fixtures. We batted first and managed
only 71/9 in our 25 overs. This proved to be way too
little as KES easily passed our score and we lost by
7 wickets.
The team knew that they had not played well
and were determined to make amends in the match
against St Albans. We bowled first and put in a much
better performance, bowling them out for 77. Our
hard work in the nets paid oﬀ; our batsmen passed
their score with only one wicket down, winning by
9 wickets.
We felt a renewed confidence and remained that
way against St Davids. We bowled St Davids out for
101 and our batsmen once again showed the form
which had they lacked in the first match, passing

their score with only one wicket down and winning
again by 9 wickets.
The second half of the season started in October
with further trials when the U16 age group joined
the senior group.
With a relatively new team, one training session
and the winter break behind us, we took to the field
against Jeppe. We bowled Jeppe out for 41 and won
by 10 wickets. This was not the best preparation for
our encounter with Aﬃes the following week. After
a sluggish start we managed to reach 121 all-out, but
Aﬃes passed our total with 4 wickets in hand.
In our match against St Johns we came out with all
guns blazing. Batting first, we scored 209/7 in our 30
overs. Our bowlers ripped through them, bowling
them out for 42 and giving us a 167 run win.
We played six matches, won four and lost only
two. I thank all the members of the 4th Team for their
commitment, hard work and support throughout
the year.
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Mr Colin Fielding
(Coach)

Cricket 5th Team
At Pretoria Boys High we are blessed with a wealth
of cricket talent. The depth which we have in our
open age group is one of the good problems which
we have to deal with, despite the fact that water
polo has become such a popular summer sport. We
are in fact too strong for most of the schools we play
against if we play strength versus strength.
During the first term we play in the Pretoria
league where we play mostly against the 2nd or 3rd
teams of all the Pretoria schools. This is good cricket,
and very competitive. It is during this season, when
we do not play against our traditional rivals, that I
learn to appreciate the manners and etiquette which
our boys have, and the lack of these traits at other
schools. During the fourth term we play only a few
games due to the brevity of the term, most of them

Joshua Richter about to unleash a thunder bolt with Mbulelo Jimlongoe
on the prowl. The ubiquitous Mr Paul Sommerville looks on from cool
comfort of “his” Pavilion.

against our traditional rivals.
We played four matches during the first term and
remained unbeaten. We beat Aﬃes, Menlopark and
Waterkloof.
During the fourth term, we had the U16 age group
integrated into the Open age group. We played two
matches, in which Aﬃes got their revenge and in
which we beat St Johns convincingly.
I commend the boys for an outstanding season. I
was very proud to be their coach! When one plays
winning competitive cricket it is always fun and
enjoyable.
Mr Mike Smuts
(Coach)

Aiden Markram “Watchful and always on the lookout for
a single”.
The Pretorian
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The season started with the annual fixture against the
Old Boys team, the Saxby XI, who as is customary,
chose to bat first and set a target of 169 runs. After
a strong start, the U16A team managed to come
within ten runs of the final score before losing their
final wicket to the Saxby XI, who have remained
undefeated for twelve years.
After an unsteady start to the season, the boys had
to go through a tough process of character building,
digging deep on many occasions in order to
overcome challenges. The temperament of the team
improved as time went by and showed significant
maturity towards the end of the season.
The boys won three of their seven matches,
beating against KES, St Albans and St Stithians. I
enjoyed watching the boys growing and thinking
about their game, pushing themselves to perform
at a higher level individually and as a team, and
producing quality performances.
Tyler Easton (Captain)
Tyler’s all-round performance with bat and ball was
outstanding. He has the ability to strike early with
the ball, opening up the bowling attack and giving
the team the upper hand. His discipline with the bat
earned him some successful totals. His leadership is
strong and the boys gave him their support.
Daelin Cambell
Dealan is a highly talented batsman who is able to
accelerate the run rate with ease – a threat to any
side regularly scoring high totals. He is a remarkably
skilled and dependable wicket keeper. He is a very
confident and skilled cricket player.
Ashton Fortuin
Ashton is an ambitious all-rounder. After a few
disappointing batting performances, he was able to
dig deep within himself. This resulted in his scoring
a confident half century against St Albans to win the
match at the end of the season.
Matthew Smith
Matthew’s fiery pace and sharp bounce unsettled
any batsman, which made him successful on the
opening attack. He proved to be a vital asset to the
team, and earned the respect of his peers.

Jacques Kirstein being awarded his white cap by captain
Aiden Markram, a proud day for him.
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Jordan Joubert
Opening the batting, Jordan was unlucky with
the bat but was able to redeem himself with some
quality fielding and some vital bowling eﬀorts. He
is an all-rounder with much potential.
Byron Lotter
Byron was a late addition to the bowling attack and
proved to be a vital asset to the team. He bowled
with confidence and struck regularly while keeping
the run rate low, making first change bowling a
smooth transition.
Jacobus van Rensburg
Johan is a reliable left arm orthodox spin bowler who
picks up valuable wickets during the middle overs.
Thomas Mashiane
Thomas is a good all-round cricketer, focused and
disciplined. His bowling is exceptional; he has the
ability to take quick wickets at critical times. He is
an asset with the bat down the order.
Pablo Talbot
Pablo may not be the most explosive batsman, but
he puts considerable eﬀort into building an innings
for the team in times of trouble.
Jake Blew
Jake is a skilled left hand batsman with a strong
swing, hard working and focused. He dedicates
much time to the game and gives his very best out
on the pitch.
André du Toit
André was a late addition to the team as an opening
batsman. He controlled himself well under pressure
and was able to establish an opening partnership.
Allan Goldacre
Allan is an opening batsman who has been unlucky
with the bat. He is a valued member of the team.
Daniel Tooley
With his impeccable fielding ability, Daniel creates
an electrifying presence on the field. He contributes
much as a middle order batsman and as a medium
pace seam bowler.
Mr Dean de Lange
(Coach)

Aiden Markram “In a belligerent mood,
Aiden takes the attack to the opposition”.

It was a year of “should haves”. The team showed
huge potential but was never all-firing. Extras were
the area which would cost the team, especially in the
losses against Waterkloof, Garsfontein and Jeppe.
Six boys shared in the four half-centuries, while two
boys scored centuries, one of which was a double
century. Chad Todd is the second boy in Pretoria
Boys High School’s A team history to score a double
ton, falling only 9 runs short of the record set by
Johan Myburgh. Tristan and Kyle, both got fourwicket hauls, while Kyle got a five and a six-wicket
haul. Kyle is the first boy at U15A level to take 50
wickets in a calendar year.

Year’s Stats
Johannesburg League
Pretoria League
Touring League
Pretoria Pro 20 League
Total
52% win ratio

P
6
12
2
3
23

W
3
5
1
2
11

L
2
6
1
1
10

D
1
1

2

Year’s Results
Johannesburg League
St Stithians
PBHS won by 5 wickets
KES
Match Abandoned
St Benedicts
PBHS won by 57 runs
St Davids
PBHS lost by 1 wicket
Jeppe
PBHS lost by 2 wickets
St Johns
PBHS won by 83 runs D/L
Pretoria League
AHS
PBHS lost by 91 runs
St Albans
PBHS won by 3 wickets
Waterkloof
PBHS lost 25 runs
Montana
PBHS won by 8 wickets
AHS
Match Abandoned
Eldoraigne
PBHS won by 54 runs
Wonderboom
PBHS won by 355 runs
Menlopark
PBHS lost by 30 runs D/L
Centurion
PBHS lost by 174 runs
Swartkop
PBHS won by 132 runs
AHS
PBHS lost by 10 wickets
Touring League
Grey College
PBHS lost by 8 wickets
Paul Roos
PBHS won by 10 wickets
Pretoria Pro 20 League
Swartkop
PBHS won by 45 runs
Cornwall
PBHS won by 7 wickets
Garsfontein
PBHS lost by 5 wickets

Jason Fourie (played 23 matches)
Jason was a top order batsman. He made 538 runs at
an average 26 with a personal best of 83. He made 2
half centuries. He hit 67 fours, 8 sixes, took 3 catches
and was involved in 1 run-out.
Michael Gous: Captain (played 22 matches)
Michael was a top-order batsman and bowled
medium fast seamers. He made 558 runs at an
average of 35 with a personal best of 152. He hit
57 fours and 6 sixes. He made 1 century this year.
He took 9 catches, was involved in 1 run-out. He
bowled 116.3 overs, taking 12 wickets at an average
of 39 and a bowling economy of 4.His best figures
were 9/2.
Grant Grobbelaar (played 20 matches)
Grant was a middle order batsman in the team. He
made 162 runs, which included a personal best of 42.
He hit 17 fours.
Chris Hitchcock (played 21 matches)
Chris was an outstanding oﬀ-spin bowler, bowling
149.5 overs. He took 24 wickets at an average of 21
with a bowling economy of 3.4. His personal best
was 3/3. He held up the tail, scoring 30 runs.
Tristan James (played 22 matches)
Tristan was the opening bowler who bowled 143.2
overs. He took 31 wickets at an average of 20.5 with
a bowling economy of 4.5. His personal best was
4/12. His best batting performance was 40 runs. He
took 5 catches and was involved in 3 run-outs.
Christiaan Kleynhans (played 23 matches)
Christiaan worked hard throughout the year,
showing incredible heart and improvement. He was
in the team as an all-rounder. He bowled 91 overs,
taking 10 wickets at an average of 30.9 with an
economy of 3.4. He scored 297 runs with a personal
best of 88. He scored 2 half-centuries. He took 8
catches and was involved in 3 run-outs.
Tristan Kraﬀt (played 20 matches)
Tristan scored 288 at an average of 20.6. His personal
best was 76, being his only half-century. He bowled
21 overs taking 6 wickets with a personal best of 2/7.
He took 3 catches and was involved in 1 run-out.
Nathan Kruger (played 18 matches)
Nathan bowled 82.2 overs taking 14 wickets with
a personal best of 3/29. He took 1 catch and was
involved in 1 run-out.
Kyle Pratt : Vice Captain (played 23 matches)
Kyle was an aggressive opening bowler. He bowled
184.1 overs taking 52 wickets at an average 14.9 with
an economy of 4.2. He had a personal best of 6/52
taking 2 five-wicket hauls. He scored 288 runs with a
top score of 38. He took 8 catches and was involved
in 4 run outs.
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Chad Todd (played 17 matches)
Chad joined the team in the third term. He took
over the role of wicket keeper, taking 9 catches, 1
stumping and was involved in 2 run-outs. He made
a huge contribution with the bat, scoring 2 halfcenturies and 1 double century. He scored 594 runs
at an average of 37.1 with a personal best of 205.
Ross Venter (played 20 matches)
Ross was a leg-spin bowler who bowled 65 overs
taking 15 wickets with a personal best of 3/14. He

made a 137 runs with a top score of 29.
I thank all the other boys who played for the
team: Brad Burrell (13), Keagan Palcich (9), Calvin
Nascimento (6), Timothy Kenyon (2), Kyle van
Jaarsveld (1), Jason Schutte (1), Christopher Paterson
(1). I thank Johan Myburgh and Sean Nowak for
their help at the beginning of the year.
Andrew de Kock
(Coach)

Cricket U15B
The U15B team consisted of admirable young
men who are also good cricketers. We were a
little unsettled at the beginning of the season, but
the players grew and the team developed into a
formidable cricketing force by the end of the season.
The most memorable victory was against KES –
traditionally one of the toughest fixtures. This year
was no diﬀerent. We lost the toss and were asked
to bat first. Our batting line struggled valiantly
and after thirty overs we had managed to score 98
runs. During the drinks break the team was very
concerned that our low score could not be defended.
At the start of the KES innings these concerns seemed
justified. They quickly raced to 73 for 4 wickets after
only 18 overs. With twelve overs left, needing only
25 runs and having 6 wickets in hand, the writing
was on the wall for us. The next ten overs provided
some of the most spirited and the most committed
play which I have seen. We showed our true mettle.
Our boys did not give up. We pulled together and
produced a tremendous fight-back, restricting KES
to 18 runs in 12 overs and taking 6 wickets in order
to win the match by 8 runs.
The KES match was not the only great victory
during the season. The U15B team must be
congratulated on playing well throughout the season.
We played eleven matches, winning ten and
losing only one. All the results are here combined to
calculate the average score:

Three matches in which PBHS bowled first:
• Opposition scored 78 runs for the loss of 10
wickets.
• PBHS scored 79 runs for the loss of 2 wickets.
PBHS won by 8 wickets
Eight matches in which PBHS batted first (including
the match which we lost):
• PBHS scored 165 runs for the loss of 7 wickets.
• Opposition scored 83 runs for the loss of 10
wickets.
PBHS won by 82 runs.
Mr J Tucker
(Coach)

Results
St Albans College
KES
Jeppe High School
Parktown Boys High School
Grey College, Bloemfontein
St Stithians College
St Albans College
St Johns College
Jeppe High School
Hoërskool Marais Viljoen
KES

Jarryd Brown U14A cuts hard at the ball.
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Won by 9 wickets
Lost by 19 runs
Won by 164 runs
Won by 26 runs
Won by 30 runs
Won by 21 runs
Won by 7 wickets
Won by 9 wickets
Won by 161 runs
Won by 246 runs
Won by 27 runs

2012 proved to be an extremely successful year for
the U/ 15C cricket team who went unbeaten for the
year. January saw the start of what would turn out
to be a long, but enjoyable season with some very
talented young cricketers who were always willing
to work hard and had a level of commitment and
professionalism that I have not seen in such young
men. The talent available to me was endless and
often made choosing the team an extremely diﬃcult
task with a number of players pushing for a place in
the team.
The core of the team stayed constant for most of
the year with only a few new faces arriving every
now and then and this consistency allowed the boys
to really get to know each other and form a team
spirit that was unrivalled. Their fighting spirit and
a ‘never say die’ attitude played a huge role in the
teams’ success. This tenacity was able to get the team
out of some diﬃcult situations throughout the year,
and no matter how much trouble we were in, the
boys managed to lift themselves and fight for a win.
The first terms results included two very good
wins over our old cricket rivals, namely KES and
Aﬃes. The boys had to dig deep to win these
games but somehow never looked like losing them.
Unfortunately our trip down to Bloemfontein
in February to face up against Grey College was
cancelled due to some very wet weather. I’m sure
that the boys would have loved to have added the
Grey College scalp to their growing list of victories.
The team was ably captained by Justin Croﬀord
in the first term. Justin showed maturity beyond
his years and always led by example. He was a
capable opening batsman who could take the attack
to the bowling or settle in to play an anchor role if
necessary. The highlight of Justin’s season has to be
the very quick tonne that he made against St Davids,
a knock that will be remembered for some time to
come. I look forward to seeing Justin mature over
the years to come, both as a batsman and as a leader.
The fourth term saw the arrival of a number of
new faces to the team. Jonathan Claasen took over
the captaincy in the absence of Justin Crawford and
continued where Justin left oﬀ. Jonathan is a young

man who does not say much but leads with a quiet
confidence. He is a solid batsman with a very good
eye for the ball and contributed with a number of
quick scoring performances. He has a very good
understanding of the game and always encouraged
and motivated those around him.
Ines Heymans improved consistently throughout
the season and was rewarded with the job of opening
batsman, an opportunity he grabbed with both
hands. His quick scoring innings were a pleasure
to watch and his confidence grew as he realised his
potential.
Michael Knoetze was a welcome addition to the
upper order and always looked solid with bat in
hand. An incident that I must mention happened
after Michael had gotten oﬀ to a relatively diﬃcult
start against Aﬃes whose fielders were hurling
abuse at him. Being the quiet boy that he is, Michael
kept his mouth shut and let his bat do the talking
and eﬀortlessly hoisted the next ball over the main
rugby pavilion and onto the road. Needless to say
the chirping stopped.
Our bowling attack was spearheaded by Tyler
Armstrong and Gunter Nowak who took many
wickets between them at an economical rate. Both
openers are incredibly clever bowlers who varied
their pace and length very well and never lost
patience. They were ably supported by Neil Lubbe,
Cameron Mannakgotla, Stephan van Huyssteen and
Keagan Glass. All of whom played a vital role in a
very successful year.
The team breezed through the fourth term without
losing a game and recorded convincing wins over
Jeppe, KES and Aﬃes.
My thanks go to the boys for their dedication and
hard work throughout the year. I have thoroughly
enjoyed working with them and look forward to
watching them grow at Boys High. My thanks must
also go to the parents for their support and loyalty
throughout the year.
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Ryan O’Donoghue
Coach

Cricket U15D
The number of boys who attended the trials in the
first term was far lower than it had been in 2011.
Thereafter we played only one match before the
onset of winter.
At the beginning of the third term Ashton Brown
and Rocco van Zyl were promoted to the C Team.
During the end-of-year season we played six

matches – two were rained out, we lost two and won
two.
It was a pleasure to coach the boys who always
played with enthusiasm.
D Botha
Coach
The Pretorian
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The 2012 cricket season proved to be exciting,
enjoyable and very successful. The team of extremely
talented boys was captained by Donovan Ferreira,
who led from the front and often provided the spark
which was needed.
The team played a total of twenty-eight matches,
which included the traditional 50 overs fixtures, the
Charl van Rooyen Cricket Festival in East London,
the Pretoria League and a local T20 Tournament.
The boys were relatively successful in competing
in the Pretoria League comprising 25 overs matches
played during the week. This league provided us
with the ideal opportunity to prepare for the Charl
van Rooyen Cricket Festival, which was one of the
highlights of our season. At the festival, which was
hosted by Selborne College, we faced Durban High
School, Bishops, Selborne and Paarl Boys. With two
wins, one draw (60/50 format) and one match tied,
we left East London an unbeaten and much more
mature cricket unit. Donovan’s two consecutive
centuries during this week earned him the Player of
the Tournament award.
The T20 Tournament for Pretoria schools was the
cherry on top for us! The boys played extremely
well during the group stages, beating Wonderboom,
Akasia and Centurion, and when Menlopark could
not honour their quarter-final commitment, there
remained only one hurdle for us to overcome in order
to reach the final. All went well against Waterkloof
in the semi-final, but we were well aware of the fact
that Garsfontein would be formidable opponents in
the final, which turned out to be a nail-biting aﬀair.
Garsfontein batted first and posted a massive 176 in
the allotted 20 overs. The boys never gave up, and a
brilliant century by Ferreira kept us in contention.
A nerve-wracking final over kept us all on the edge
of our seats, and when Michael Sinclair managed to
hit the winning runs the team erupted in a joyous
celebration of our victory.
I thank every boy in the team for his dedication
and commitment. They made me incredibly proud.
I thank the parents who were always willing to help,
and who supported us so loyally, and Mr Housdon
for his guidance, support and assistance.
Mr Erlo Rust
(Coach)
Our 50-Overs fixtures:
vs St Benedicts
St Benedicts won the toss and elected to bat first.
I was slightly nervous but keen to see how the boys
would perform. Our bowlers did well to dismiss St
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Benedicts for 159, while the fielders showed no lack
of commitment.
After losing the early wicket of Coenie Middel,
Donovan Ferreira joined Jarryd Brown to dominate
the bowling in an excellent second wicket
partnership. Both of them were unlucky to lose their
wickets just before we reached the target, but Kiel
van Vollenhoven and Robert Kennerley steadied the
ship and got the required runs.
Best bowler: K van Vollenhoven 4/32; Best batsman D
Ferreira 70; Result: Won by 7 wickets
vs Aﬃes
We won the toss and decided to bat first. We got oﬀ
to a disappointing start when the opening batsmen
managed to score only 1 run between the two of
them. Donovan came to the wicket and played a real
captain’s innings while entertaining the crowd to a
brilliant display of batting. Only Matthew Nicholls
and Matt Glover managed to support him. We were
dismissed for 189 runs.
A spirited Boys High side took the field, but never
really controlled the match as the Aﬃes batsmen
managed to build some significant partnerships. The
sin of not batting through our full 50 overs would
come back to haunt us, when Aﬃes reached the
target in the 49th over. It was a disappointing result
but a match in which valuable lessons were learnt.
Best batsman:
D Ferreira 107; Best bowler: V French
3/24; Result: Lost by 3 wickets.
vs Grey College
Runs proved extremely diﬃcult to come by, but in a
tremendous display of character and determination
the boys managed to post a total of 102.
When we took to the field after lunch, we knew
that an extraordinary eﬀort was required to defend
our total. Ishe Mabugu opened the bowling with an
inspiring performance, while the rest of the bowling
attack kept the pressure on the opposition batsmen.
Wickets kept falling at regular intervals and before
long Grey College found themselves in a tight spot
with the score on 92/9. The boys kept fighting to the
very end, but just could not claim the tenth wicket
needed for victory.
Best batsmen: J Brown 22, I Mabugu 22; Best bowler: I
Mabugu 4/20; Result: Lost by 1 wicket.
vs St Davids
We lost the early wicket of Kiel, but were back on
track when Donovan and Jarryd accumulated 95
runs for the second wicket. Donovan was eventually
dismissed with his score on 55, while Jarryd battled
almost through the entire innings for his 78 runs. We
were impressed by the work rate and concentration
levels of this young man. Matthew Nicholls

courageous batting by Kiel van Vollenhoven and the
lower order batsmen to get us to 250 in the allotted
50 overs.
From the onset it was clear that the Jeppe batsmen
were not going to hold back. Matthew Glover
ensured that wickets tumbled at regular intervals,
and their innings came to an end in the 37th over with
the score on 198. Highlights in the field included two
outstanding boundary catches by Michael Sinclair
and an excellent run-out by Tyrone Denton.
Best bowler: M Glover 4/20; Best batsman: M Nichols 91;
Result: Won by 52 runs
vs KES
We faced the old foes without two of our regular
players, Vaughan French and Coenie Middel.
Sadly, our match did not start well. Our bowlers
struggled to find any rhythm or consistency. We
managed to tighten things up quickly, however,
and soon the wickets started falling. Kiel van
Vollenhoven, in particular, produced one of his best
performances of the season and was well-supported
by Jarryd Brown, Matthew Glover and Matthew
Nicholls. KES lost their last four wickets without
a run being added and, apart from the significant
number of wides, I felt that we had done a very
good job.
The target had been set and we knew that the 172
needed to win was well within reach. A top order
collapse, however, soon had had us with our backs
against the wall, and suddenly it seemed like a steep
uphill towards victory. The middle order batsmen
showed a lot of character in putting together some
valuable partnerships, but in the end we ran out of
steam with the score on 147.
Best bowler: K van Vollenhoven 3/27; Best batsman: M
Sinclair 25; Result: Lost by 24 runs
vs Aﬃes
A Coenie Middel wicket in the first over put is in
the pound seats, but then we failed to capitalise. The
Aﬃes batsmen started scoring freely and quickly
due to some ill-disciplined bowling. At one stage it
seemed as if 280 runs were a possibility for Aﬃes.
Three top class Glover/Ferreira run-outs changed
the picture drastically, however, and soon the
pressure was back on the opposition. A 20 run lastwicket partnership helped them to reach 255 before
being bowled out in the 47th over.
The target set by Aﬃes was by no means out of
reach, but after losing our first three wickets cheaply,
we did not have enough fire-power to accelerate
after drinks. Coenie Middel and Jean Horn looked
as solid as ever, but found scoring opportunities
diﬃcult against some formidable bowling. As the
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contributed 36 runs to our total of 236 runs.
The St Davids batsmen showed some initial
resistance while our bowlers managed to keep the
run rate down but struggled to get the breakthroughs
which we wanted. As the pressure kept mounting,
the St Davids batting line-up eventually crumbled,
with Ishe and Vaughan taking 3 wickets each,
dismissing them for 135.
Best batsman: J Brown 78; Best bowler: V French 3/19;
Result: Won by 101 runs
vs KES
Having won the toss and electing to field, our
bowlers did extremely well to restrict KES to 52/1 at
the 25 over mark. During the session after drinks we
lost concentration and allowed them to reach 174/5
in their allotted 50 overs.
Even though the KES batsmen had accelerated
well in their second session, we knew that getting
the 175 runs needed, was not beyond our reach.
Our aims were to use all 50 overs to bat and build
solid partnerships, but, after the loss of a few early
wickets, this seemed like a tall order. Unfortunately,
the match was interrupted by rain and lightning
halfway through our innings and eventually it was
decided to call oﬀ play.
Best Bowler: I Mabugu 2/25; Best batsmen: K van
Vollenhoven 10, Robert Kennerley 10
No result
vs St Albans
We won the toss and decided to bowl, hoping to get
some early assistance from the wicket. This worked
well, for our bowlers stuck to their line and length,
and made it diﬃcult for the St Albans batsmen to
score runs. Our plan to give Donovan a bowling
opportunity worked well when he picked up 5
wickets and helped to restrict St Albans to 126 runs.
We knew that the target was well within our reach if
we batted sensibly, so the boys went out after lunch
to do just that. Jarryd and Donovan were again in
good form, but eventually lost their wickets and left
Coenie and Matthew to score the winning runs. It
was a well-worked victory which made us proud.
Best bowler: D Ferreira 5/38; Best batsman: D Ferreira
34; Result: Won by 7 wickets
vs Jeppe
The opening pair, Matthew Nicholls and Jarryd
Brown, got us oﬀ to a flying start and put a lot of
pressure on the Jeppe bowlers. Nicholls impressed
with the way in which he dispatched bad balls to
the boundary, while Brown rotated the strike in his
usual calm and collected manner. The dismissal of
Nicholls was followed by the loss of a couple of
quick wickets around the drinks break; it took some
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required run rate kept escalating, the pressure kept
mounting, and eventually we capitulated with the
last wicket falling on 141.
Best batsman: Coenie Middel 40; Result: Lost by 84 runs
vs St Johns
Our hosts insisted on playing the 60/50 format and,
after losing the toss, we knew that it would be a
long day. The boys stuck to the task, however, and
besides a significant number of wides and a few
unnecessary dropped catches, we did well to restrict
St Johns to 203/9 in their 60 overs. Coenie, Jarryd
and Jean took some outstanding catches proving
that we do sometimes do fielding practice!
We knew that St Johns needed 10 wickets for a

win, but our batsmen, who had no intention of
drawing, decided to chase the total. Our opening
batsmen provided a good platform. Being 90/1 at
the drinks break was a healthy position to be in.
A few quick wickets after the interval forced us to
consolidate before attempting to accelerate, but in
the end the weather gods had the final say when the
match was abandoned due to hail and lightning.
Best bowler: M Glover 3/30; Best batsman: M Nicholls
53; No result
Mr Erlo Rust
Coach

Cricket U14B
Despite a disappointing season results-wise, there is
one word which sums up the season and the players of
the U14 B team: potential. It was certainly frustrating
for the players and me to find ourselves clutching
defeat from the jaws of victory on so many occasions.
The team enjoyed a win ratio of 50% in the first
term with a well-earned win over St Benedicts, two
disappointing losses to KES and Aﬃes, and a narrow
one wicket victory over St Albans. The St Albans
game was undoubtedly the highlight of the term;
it provided the players and spectators with great
excitement, although the team should probably not
have been in a position in which they risked losing
in the first place. I am sure that Shavi Redhi’s lofted
cover drive for four runs to win the game will long
remain in the memories of the players.
Notable contributors with the bat in the first term
were Sheldon Frost and Nick Bassett, who left the
school after the first term. They were ably supported
by captain Jordan Smalley and all-rounder Malcolm
van Suilichem.
However, it was with the ball that we really put
opposition teams under pressure. This was largely
due to the electric pace of Khanya Ramogkopa, the
brilliant line and length of Duncan Lotter, the knack
for partnership-breaking of Keyashin Chinsamy,
and the consistent turn of Brendon van Rensburg.
The fact that no team achieved more than 150 with
the bat against us is a true testament to the bowlers.
The start of the fourth term saw a slight reshuﬄe
in the squad, with Robert Kennerley and Ryan Wolter
joining us. The fourth term began a new trend which
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saw the team getting itself into a winning position,
only to falter when some big match temperament
was needed.
This started against Jeppe when, after the
opposition had been 73/6, we allowed them to chase
down our total of 126 due to some poor bowling.
Against KES we showed better discipline with the
ball, but were disappointing with the bat, which led
to another narrow loss. The boys showed some good
heart in their mammoth chase against Aﬃes, but a
collapse at the end gave the opposition a flattering
42 run win. Another unsuccessful run chase against
St Stithians ended a heart-breaking season.
Despite these sombre results, there were certainly
many positives. Duncan Lotter bowled superbly
throughout the year, but was particularly economical
in the last four games. Steven Meyer cemented his
place at the top of the order with Tyron Denton,
while Jordan Smalley improved his batting average
considerably.
I am confident that as soon as this group of players
can perform with both the bat and the ball, they will
be an unstoppable force.
I thank all the players for their dedication. Despite
the results, I thoroughly enjoyed coaching such
an enthusiastic group. I thank our captain Jordan
Smalley I particular. He showed maturity beyond
his years and led by example.

Mr O Field
Coach

Every boy who played for the U14C team will
agree that 2012 was a good year. From the start
of the season, the boys lost only twice against our
two biggest rivals, Aﬃes and KES. With great
enthusiasm and spirit they played some really good
cricket which saw many of them being called up to
higher teams.
It was sometimes diﬃcult to field a consistent
team every week, for we lost many players. Top
performances included our bowlers’ overpowering
most of our opponents. Best figures: Joshua
Terblanche 5/15 vs Jeppe. We struggled to find

a consistent batting line-up which would see us
through tough situations. Best performance: 41 n/o
oﬀ 18 by Steven Meyer vs. St Benedicts.
I thank our captain, Danté Broere, who led the
team with passion and enthusiasm; every boy
who joined us on a short-term basis; Mr Dave van
Suilichem who joined us in the fourth term, for his
input and knowledge which he shared with the
boys.

SPORT

Cricket U14C

Themba Nkosana
Coach

The U14F team with their coach, Miss Kellock.

The successful 1st XI at the St David’s T20 competition where they won 3 out of their 4 games.
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Cricket U14D
The season started well with the boys easily
winning the majority of their matches, dominating
all opposition. We won against Aﬃes, KES, St
Benedicts, Jeppe, St Davids and our U14E team.
The first true test was against Aﬃes. They had
managed to bowl us out for 49 runs which I thought
was the end. The boys had a diﬀerent view of things
and enjoyed their best bowling and fielding innings
of the season. They managed to get Aﬃes to the point
where they were 49/9 on the last ball. Unfortunately
Aﬃes won oﬀ the last ball, but the spirit shown by
the boys was what characterized them throughout
the season. They had a “never-say-die” attitude and,
no matter what happened in the first innings, they
always dug deep in the second innings and pulled
oﬀ a win. We beat Aﬃes in our second encounter by
50 runs.
The highlights of the season were the second
victory against Aﬃes, and a victory on Brooks
against KES. We were one of only two teams to beat
KES on that day and we did it with style – winning
by 60 runs.

The boys worked hard throughout the season at
batting and bowling, and all players from 1 to 11
regularly took a turn at the bat. However, the boys
were better fielders and bowlers than batsmen, and
managed to take vital wickets to win close games.
They worked as a team and did what had to be done
as a unit. They deserved their good figures at the
end of the season.
We had a 75% win ratio, winning 6 out of our 8
matches. Had our last two matches against St Johns
and St Stithians not been rained out, this ratio would
have been higher. I thank all the following stalwarts
of the team: Justin Sparks, Jordan Grant, Ivan
Louw, Mark Lamprecht (c), Sameer Gani, Michael
Sinclair (c), Lionel Saunders, Muaaz Suleman, Kelly
Adera, Michael Appalsamy, Dagan Oosthuizen and
Matthew van Zyl.
Mr Rob Fourie
Coach

Cricket U14E
When the team assembled at the start of the second
part of the season, many of the players had either
been promoted or had decided to play water polo.
I will therefore concentrate wholly on the present
team as I believe that the promoted players will be
mentioned in other reports.
We were very fortunate to be able to call on a
squad of seventeen players in drawing up teams for
matches. Net practices were well attended and the
competition was tense among the players.
Keagan Allin was elected captain and did a fine job
in creating good team spirit. As an opening batsman
he had a disappointing season, but I am sure that it
was only a temporary lapse in form. He proved to
be an eﬀective bowler and should concentrate on his
skills as an all-rounder.
Calvin Schmulian has proved to be an eﬀective
all-rounder. He has a very good eye for the ball, and
was a solid batsman and an accurate medium-pace
bowler who regularly took wickets.
Duart Booysen is a talented batsman with a good
batting technique and is a useful medium-pace
bowler who should also concentrate on his skills as
an all-rounder.
Luke Warren also showed promise with the
bat and ball. He loves cricket but at times allows
emotions to get the better of him.
Ben Uys was drafted in as a wicket-keeper and
acquitted himself well. His batting showed an
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improvement and his enthusiasm for the game is
admirable.
Edwin Rusito is a spin bowler with an unusual
bowling style and is able to spin the ball quite
prodigiously. If he continues to work on his bowling
he will have a bright future as a bowler.
Dian Venter hit a superb sixty runs against Aﬃes.
He is a hard-hitting batsman with a good eye for the
ball. However, he must learn to play his strokes in
order to make a real impact.
Jake Hill is a very committeed cricketer whose
fielding is impressive.
Christan Slogrove, Enrico de Abreu, Mohammed
Moosa, Wesley Butt, Nkosinathi Nxumalo, Jacques
Malherbe and Shaun Traviss were all regular members
of the team and contributed to the team’s success.
Mr Peter Noonan
Coach

Results
Lost to Affies by 4 wickets
Beat Menlopark by 39 runs
Beat Hoërskool Centurion by 33 runs
Lost to PBHS U14D by 2 wickets
Beat CBC by 28 runs
Beat Jeppe by 3 wickets and 120 runs
Lost to Affies by 6 wickets

I am immensely proud of our cross country team,
but I am also proud of the Boys High team, which
includes all the boys in the school, as far as InterHouse is concerned. Over the last five years an
Old Boy has made it possible for us to record the
finishing time of every boy in the Inter-House. This
generosity has given us proof that the whole of
Boys High is definitely getting fitter. The average
time for that three-mile route has steadily improved
over the last five years by 2 minutes and 15 seconds,
despite the fact that the number of participants in
the same period has grown from 1026 to 1361 boys. I
would like to begin by thanking Iven Moorhouse for
his sustained support of our Inter-House, and the
housemasters, particularly dayboy housemasters,
for ensuring that house runs take place. It is
marvellous that the athleticism of our boys has
improved and that we have this mirror of statistics
to hold up to them.
What I was particularly interested in while
reviewing the Inter-House statistics was wondering
whether this progress is perhaps a result of our
attracting better Form Is, better talent. It turns out
that it has nothing to do with talent. In fact, if it did,
then Lynton Mare and William Scott, who finished
first and second respectively in their Form I Race,
would today be first team cross country members.
I have come to realize how futile it is identifying
talent for cross country. What I have learnt to look
for is dedication.
That is not so easy when one considers, for
example, where our captain started out. My first
recollection of Michael Truebody was his attempt,
after a bout of pneumonia, at the U/15 800m for
the Top 12 E-team. He had come dead last in a
time of two minutes forty-something. He came last
more often than just on that occasion because, even
though he got better, the competitions into which he
was entered were always a notch up. Had he been
any less tenacious, any less dedicated, he would
have given up like many others. It is just as well
that he did not, because he has gone from that to
being this year’s King of the Mountain, to 6th in the
10,000m final at the ASA Championships and 81st in
South Africa at cross country. He has represented
his province in both those sports, which is a more
infrequent double than one might think. We said
goodbye to him at the end of the year and it was a
sad farewell; he has been such a fine role model and
hard-worker that he will be missed.
Another boy to whom we said goodbye at the end
of the year, whom I also never saw coming though
I certainly heard him, is Devon Walker. Never in
my life have I heard a louder, more impassioned
supporter’s voice than his. It trumps even Mr

Hassenkamp. At a Street Mile in Wonderboom I was
on the receiving end of his support when, with 200m
to go, he started barking words of encouragement
at me. It was funny to me how our roles had been
reversed. I can imagine Devon, with all his fire-inthe-belly fervour, being an inspiring leader one day.
We also said goodbye to Matthew Leppan, Kyle
Ferreira, Kyle Rorke, Kuselo Ntsaluba and Daniel De
Wet. They are all silent soldiers like Dillan Baytopp,
Emmanuel Olusegun or Brandon Van Veenhuyzen
– boys whom I never saw coming. Boys like them
have grown the team to fifty-something regulars. I
am grateful for their eﬀorts.
It is hard to spot dedication. However, I have
discovered a tool by which I can measure boys’
dedication to some extent. It is the mid-winter Sabie
Training Camp. This year we covered just on 100km
at this week-long adventure. We trained twice a day
and the early morning runs left out hair white with
frost. On our faces were frozen rather interesting
growths – half nasal mucous, half spit-and-tears. It
was so cold at times that the doors to the bungalows
were kept tightly shut. They smelled of sweaty
socks, deep heat and blister juice. It was all rather
unpleasant. To help ourselves to recover from the
gruelling runs, we stood in the icy river or pool.
It was so cold that afterwards the grass felt sharp
against our bare feet. The experience was strangely
pleasing and it gave our boys a sense of pride. There
were hikes and meditation sessions in the woods,
and paintballing and soccer and talks in conference
centres, and team-building. Thati Phele taught the
boys songs which they chanted during some of the
runs. For this new addition to the cross country
calendar, and the organization of this devilish and
awesome camp, I thank Willoughby Brits, Renate
Rossouw and Brett Ward.
Finally, I thank Mr Orr who has taken thousands
of photographs of our athletes. Some of them are
even good. His shots were always taken with the
gusto and flair of a fashion photographer – his Boys
High supporters cap stylishly turned back-to-front.
Even discouraging words such as “Kamera-man, jy’s
in die pad!” never dampened his spirit or passion.
He captured what for me was the highlight of the
cross country season when at Rietvlei Zoo he caught
Shelton Mokuena just as he was overtaking the
leader in a long sprint finish. The leader was caught
looking over his shoulder to see who was coming,
and the little lead motorbike’s engine, screaming
to stay ahead, was spurting carbon monoxide in
their faces. People were shouting vociferously. I
remember my heart pounding at the excitement of
the moment. There was a pair of shoes to be had on
the outcome of the Inter-Districts. It represented the
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The PBHS senior team demonstrates their dominance in the Johannesburg League.
Shelton Mokuena makes his move to become the first boy from PBHS to win the Individual Inter-District Championships at Rietvlei Zoo.
Jesse Fröhling chases Form I Champion, Edzani Kone, to the finish line at Zoo Lake.
Inathi Ningiza makes a decisive move to defeat the King Edwards athlete.
Team-building relays at the Sabie Camp were among the most gruelling sessions.
L–R: Matthew Hills, PJ Lennon and Ryan Bradshaw were the top three finishers in the junior 10km Classic Race.
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each hold an athletics middle distance school record
of their own and have each qualified for athletics
Honours.
When one considers all our wins and losses,
our success rate is – and I am joking, of course,
depending on your reaction – a hundred percent.
Mr L Keeton
Master in charge

SPORT

excellence to which we have been treated over the
years. Shelton is only the second boy to be awarded
Honours for cross country, and next year he will
captain the team.
The success of cross country is important because
it has its advantages elsewhere: in athletics, for
example, the middle distance team has gone
unbeaten at the Inter-High for the last five years!
Shelton Mokuena, Sive Dzhabirov and Thati Phele

Senior Cross Country

Front Row L–R: S Mokuena D De Wet, D Walker, M Truebody (Captain), K Rorke, M Leppan T Phele.
Second Row L–R: Mr L Keeton, S Dzhabirov, G Mndebele, M Milton, D Baytopp, B Van Veenhuyzen, E Olusegun, R Fair.
Back Row L–R: M Oyedipe, B Trollope.

Awards
Honours
Shelton Mokuena
Full Colour Awards
Michael Truebody
Thati Phele
Half Colour Re-awards
Sive Dzhabirov
Emmanuel Olusegun
New Half Colour Awards
Dillan Baytopp
Matthew Leppan
Devon Walker
Rashied Khan
Gcina Mndebele

New Records
Champion Runner Trophy
Juniors
Seniors
M Hills
S Mokuena
Best Under14
Best Under15
E Kone
M Hills
Best Under 16
Best Under 17
G Mndebele
S Mokuena
Best Under 19
Progress Trophy
M Truebody
B Van Veenhuyzen
Spirit Trophy
Crock Cup
T Phele
PJ Lennon
Dedication Trophy
D Baytopp

Old Boys’ Race (Boys)
Shelton Mokuena 15:09
Sive Dzhabirov
15:19
Street Mile (Seniors)
Shelton Mokuena 4:23.03
Thati Phele
4:25.00
Headmaster’s Prestige (Seniors)
Shelton Mokuena 19:49
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Cross Country Results
Old Boys’ Race
Boys
1. S Mokuena (NR)
2. S Dzhabirov (R)
3. E Olusegun

Old Boys
9. K Kasure
15. R Orr
16. I Moorhouse

Form I Race
1. E Kone
2. S Cragg
3. V French
Social Race
Boys
1. S Mokuena
2. E Olusegun
3. T Phele

Girls
1. K Simon
2. A Carnel
3. T Golob

10 km Classic
Junior
1. PJ Lennon
2. R Bradshaw
3. M Hills

Senior
1. S Mokuena
2. M Truebody
3. S Dzhabirov

King-of-the-Mountain Race
Junior
Senior
1. R Bradshaw
1. M Truebody
2. M Hills
2. S Mokuena
3. M Brussow
3. S Dzhabirov
Inter-House
Under 14
1. E Kone
2. J Cloete
3. I Ningiza
Under 16
1. G Mndebele
2. A Fortuin
3. D Claassen
Under 19
1. M Truebody
2. D Walker
3. K Ferreira
Junior winners:
Rissik House

Under 15
1. PJ Lennon
2. M Hills
3. R Bradshaw
Under 17
1. S Mokuena
2. D Baytopp
3. R Khan
Overall
1. S Mokuena
2. M Truebody
3. D Walker
Senior winners:
School House

First Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (2nd)
Seniors (2nd)
5. PJ Lennon
2. S Mokuena
12. M Hills
8. M Truebody
15. M Brussow
9. T Phele
16. R Bradshaw
15. S Dzhabirov
Second Jo'burg League Race
Juniors (2nd)
Seniors (2nd)
9. PJ Lennon
6. T Phele
10. E Kone
7. M Truebody
17. J Fröhling
16. R Khan
20. M Hills
18. G Mndebele
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Third Jo'burg League Race
Juniors (2nd)
Seniors (1st 2rd)
10. J Fröhling
1. S Mokuena
11. E Kone
5. M Truebody
12. M Hills
9. T Phele
15. R Bradshaw
13. R Khan
Fourth Jo’burg League Race
Juniors (6th)
Seniors (3rd)
27. M Brussow
2. S Mokuena
31. J Singer
8. M Truebody
32. T Sambo
15. T Phele
33. G Nowak
19. S Dzhabirov
Juniors (gold)
Seniors (5th)
Central District Championships
Juniors (silver)
Seniors (gold)
9. E Kone
2. S Mokuena
10. J Fröhling
9. S Dzhabirov
13. M Hills
10. M Truebody
15. R Bradshaw
3. T Phele
18. T Maimane
19. R Khan
28. M Brussow
22. M Leppan
Inter-League Championship Race
Junior (4th)
Senior (silver)
12. E Kone
3. S Mokuena
19. J Fröhling
8. M Truebody
20. M Hills
12. T Phele
21. T Maimane
15. M Leppan
23. R Bradshaw
22. S Dzhabirov
43. T Louw
23. R Khan
Inter-District (Individual Championships)
Junior
Senior
E Kone
S Mokuena
R Bradshaw
M Truebody
T Maimane
S Dzhabirov
I Ningiza
D Walker
M Mphaphuli
R Khan
Kempton Park Relay Race
Juniors (16th)
Seniors (4th)
E Kone
S Mokuena
T Maimane
M Truebody
T Sambo
S Dzhabirov
M Mphaphuli
T Phele
(7th overall)
First Pretoria League Race
Juniors (10th)
Seniors (4th)
43. T Sambo
2. S Mokuena
50. T Maimane
23. M Truebody
63. G Nowak
29. T Phele
72. T Louw
41. E Olusegun
Second Pretoria League Race
Juniors (10th)
Seniors (3rd)
35. M Hills
2. S Mokuena
43. E Kone
7. T Phele
53. M Brussow
17. M Truebody
68. T Sambo
31. M Leppan

Third Pretoria League Race
Juniors (10th)
Seniors (3rd)
28. M Hills
4. S Mokuena
32. E Kone
18. T Phele
57. M Brussow
29. M Truebody
59. T Maimane
31. D Baytopp
Pretoria League Relay Race
Juniors (13th)
Seniors (4th)
E Kone
S Mokuena
I Ningiza
D Baytopp
T Sambo
M Truebody
T Louw
E Olusegun
Fourth Pretoria League Race
Juniors (11th)
Seniors (4th)
46. M Brussow
16. T Phele
69. I Ningiza
26. S Dzhabirov
4. T Khatide
29. M Truebody
75. M Mphaphuli
32. D Baytopp
Overall Pretoria League Standings
Juniors (10th)
Seniors (3rd)
th
(overall 6 )
Noordvaal Championships
Juniors (11th)
Seniors (5th)
37. E Kone
11. S Mokuena
41. M Hills
27. T Phele
52. M Brussow
35. M Truebody
56. T Maimane
46. E Olusegun
64. T Sambo
50. R Khan
71. M Mphaphuli
63. D Baytopp
(7th overall)
Street Mile
Junior
Senior
1. M Brussow
1. S Mokuena (NR)
2. I Ningiza
2. T Phele (R)
3. T Louw
3. M Truebody
AGN Champs
SA Champs
u/17
u/17
Q. S Mokuena
37. S Mokuena
Q. S Dzhabirov
61. T Phele
Q. T Phele
84. S Dzhabirov
u/19
u/19
Q. M Truebody
81. M Truebody
Headmaster’s Prestige
Junior
Senior
1. E Kone
1. S Mokuena (NR)
2. I Ningiza
2. T Phele
3. T Maimane
3. M Truebody
4. J Fröhling
4. E Olusegun
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Tshenolo Maimane shows his challenger a fighting spirit and a clean pair of heels.
Rashied Khan’s man-of-the-match performance which helped PBHS to win this Johannesburg League meet.
Michael Milton finishes strongly and gets close to theg amongst the top thirty runners.
The holiday training camp in Sabie left the runners feeling stiﬀ and sore.
Emmanuel Olusegun’s gritty run at the prestigious Noordvaal Championships in Nylstroom helped PBHS to a respectable second place
amongst the Gauteng North schools.
6. The Inter-House Cross Country had the fastest recorded average time and number of finishers (1360 boys).
7. Jesse Fröhling chases Form I Champion, Edzani Kone, to the finish line at Zoo Lake.
The Pretorian
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Fencing
Fencing at Pretoria Boys High School has a long
tradition and a storied history, so it was with an
equal measure of excitement and trepidation that I
took over from Mr Fowler as the Master-in-Charge.
I soon discovered, however, that I had little to fear
and much to look forward to.
The fencers have proven themselves to be
dedicated and skilled athletes. Our boys won a
number of medals at the tournaments throughout
2012 and were excellent ambassadors for the school
both on and oﬀ the piste. Two boys who performed
particularly well were Emilio Singh and Johannes
Coetzee, who both managed to finish in the top
three on more than one occasion.
This year was also the start of a new chapter in
PBHS fencing. Bishops College were invited to
participate in a competition against PBHS and the
event was a resounding success. Fencers battled all
through the day with both epées and foils, and Emilio
Singh narrowly lost to Bishops’ Robert McGregor in
a thrilling epée final. It was a wonderful weekend for
all involved, and we are confident that the Bishops

Exchange will become an annual event.
The School Championships, held in the last
term, were a fiercely fought battle. The year’s
training and experience had evidently paid oﬀ
for a number of the fencers and the bouts were
entertaining and impressive. A number of the
younger members of the club rose to the occasion,
challenging and in some cases even overthrowing
the more experienced members. Emilio Singh
once again proved his mettle, walking away
with the Championship Trophy after defeating
Johannes Coetzee, one of the club’s brightest
young members.
I thank our exceptional coach, Andrei Kovrijnykh.
His dedication and skill as a coach have enabled
the boys to reach their potential; without his help
and guidance I would not have been able to run the
club. I look forward to working with Andrei in the
coming years.
James Page
Master in Charge

Front Row L–R: S Mhlungulwana, L van Wyk, Mr J Page (Teacher-in-Charge), T Ndjeka (Captain), C Swanepoel.
Back Row L–R: C van der Westhuizen, J Coetzee, J Stubbs, R Singh.
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Golf at Pretoria Boys High School is growing every year
in terms of the number of participants, the number of
competitions in which the boys play and the number
of boys who are improving their golf skills. A recent
informal association with the University of Pretoria
golf training facility has allowed easy and inexpensive
access for the boys to hone their skills. It is particularly
useful for the boarders who are usually far from their
home courses. A recent addition to the staﬀ, Mrs
Tarryn Thompson, who is qualified in the coaching of
basic golf skills, has also enhanced our achievements.
The two major tournaments in which the school
was involved during the year were the Aﬃes Easter
Golf Festival and the St. Johns International Schools
Golf Tournament held at Sun City. This year the
Aﬃes festival was held on four courses, namely: The
Els Club Copperleaf (formerly known as Garderner
Ross), Pecan Wood, Centurion Country Club and
Wingate Golf Country Club. A mixed group of golfers
participated and did well to win most of their matchplay games on the last day of the festival. The standings
over the first two days were as follows:

Leader Board
Position

School

Betterball

IPS

Total

1

Hilton College

78

315

393

2

Michaelhouse

75

251

326

3

Affies 1

36

282

318

4

Grey College

67

240

307

5

Outeniqua

73

215

288

6

De Kuilen

76

203

279

7

St Thomas Aquinas

56

212

268

8

Affies 2

42

191
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9

Waterkloof

58

167

225

10

St Albans

26

173

198

11

Paul Roos

56

121

176

12

PBHS

26

107

131

The second major tournament of the year (in which
Boys High participated for the first time) was the
St. Johns International Schools Tournament at Sun
City. This was a great and unforgettable experience
for the four boys who participated: Kevin Knoetze,
Shane McLachlan, Delvin Bester and Daniel Becker.
The tournament is made up of four rounds of
eighteen holes, played on the Gary Player Country
Club (two rounds) and the Lost City Golf Course
(two rounds). The team was holding steady in the
top ten for the first three rounds, but teeing oﬀ late
on the last day and finishing in very windy and
blustery conditions resulted in low scoring. Boys
High finished seventeenth overall.

The match play results for placings after three days
were as follows:
Slade Vandrau

Michael Watson

vs Outeniqua
vs St Albans

Won 6 & 5

vs Affies 2nd

Won 3 & 2

vs Outeniqua

Won 2 & 1

vs St Albans

Won 7 & 5

vs Affies 2

Lost 3 & 2

vs Outeniqua

Won 6 & 5

vs St Albans

Won 6 & 5

nd

Felix McGregor

vs Affies 2

Won 7 & 6

vs Outeniqua

Lost 3 & 2

vs St Albans

Won 5 & 4

vs Affies 2

Lost 3 & 2

vs Outeniqua

Won 4 & 3

vs St Albans

Won 4 & 3

vs Affies 2

Lost 7 & 6

vs Outeniqua

Lost 2 & 1

vs St Albans

Won 6 & 5

vs Affies 2nd

Won 1 up

nd

Emile Benadie

nd

Wesley du Toit

nd

Justin Flemmer

Won 5 & 4
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Golf Team

Front Row L–R: S McLachlan, Mr N Loupos (Master-in-Charge), K
Knoetze..
Back Row: N Frade, D Becker.
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Pos

School

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Overall Result

1

Tuks Sport School

74

76

90

90

330

2

Waterkloof

78

73

87

91

329

3

Dainfern

67

64

99

94

324

4

St Albans

71

75

87

87

320

17

PRETORIA BOYS HIGH SCHOOL

68

63

81

81

293

With our boasting seven teams which participate
in the various divisions of the Pretoria League, I
have no doubt that the school’s successes on the golf
greens will only improve.
I thank all the boys who made time in between
their other extramural activities to participate and
to represent the school on the golf course. Too
often golf takes a back seat to some of the “bigger
sports”, therefore the eﬀort which these boys
have made is that much more impressive. It is a
fact that, of all the sports in the world, only golf
aﬀords one the opportunity to make a living from
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the sport late into life, when in other sports one is
not able (or allowed) to play after the age of thirtyfive. I also thank the staﬀ who regularly gave up
their afternoons to ferry boys to golf courses or to
help another staﬀ member with his or her team:
Mr Fielding, Mr Field, Mr Smuts, Mr Botha, Mrs
Roode, Mr MacDonald, Mr Badenhorst and Mrs
Thompson. I look forward to next year’s golfing
season.
Mr N Loupos
(Master in Charge)

Overview of the season
The U14 coaches have done good work with the
new members of the school, who showed great
improvement towards the end of the season. The
boys thoroughly enjoyed playing hockey, despite
their having had to face some tough opponents.
The Pretoria League was a success for the 1st Team,
the U16A and U14A teams. The U16A Team won all
their matches, and the U14A Team drew one League
match. The 1st Team came second, only one point
behind the winner of the U18A League.
The points of these three teams are added together,
which resulted in Boys High’s coming first, twenty
points ahead of the runners-up.
Our total points in the other leagues in which we
play have not yet been finalised, but all our teams

gave a good account of themselves in very strong
leagues, especially our lower teams.
I thank all the coaches for everything they have
given to hockey over the years. All their eﬀorts are
very much appreciated, and have made my task as
Master in Charge very easy
In particular, I thank Mr Fielding and Mr Franken
for their loyal support over the years. It has been
a privilege to have been involved in Boys High’s
hockey for the past eighteen years. I am very proud
of all the coaches and of all the boys who have
represented the school
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Mr Mornay van Zyl
Coach

Mathew Harris scoring a penalty stroke against Maritzburg College

Inter-house Hockey Results
Senior
9/10

Final Positions
1. Arcadia
2. Solomon

School
1

Abernethy
0

7/8

Hofmeyr
0

Issik
1

4. Armstrong

5/6

Sunnyside
1

Matheson
2

6. Sunnyside

3/4

Town
1

Arm
0

1/2
Penalty Shoot Out

Arcadia
1
(3)

Solomon
1
(2)

3. Town
5. Matheson
7. Rissik
8. Hofmeyr
9. School
10. Abernethy
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Hockey 1St Results
Vvs Kes
Vs Cornwall

D
L

1–1 (C Van Pletzen)
0–1

Vs St.Stithians

L

1–2 (M Klomp)

Nomads Festival
*Vs Selborne
*Vs Wynberg
*Vs Grey High

D
L
L

0–0
1–0 (M Harris)
1–3 (F Dearling)

*Vs Hilton
*Vs Sacs

D
L

2–2 (M Harris, J Gous)
1–2 (K Mokale)

Vs Maritzburg College
Dearling)
Vs Parktown
Vs Waterkloof
Vs Eldoraigne

W 2–1 (M Harris, F

Vs Zwartkops

Vs Maritzburg College

W 5–0 (M Harris X 2, K Van
Veenhuyzen X 2, K Mokale)
D 1–1 (C Van Pletzen)
W 3–0 (M Harris, M Klomp,
D Campbell)
W 2–0 (M Harris, F Dearling)
M Klomp, J Gous, R Barreiro)
W 5–1 (M Harris, M Pickering,
K Van Veenhuyzen,
K Pietersen, F Dearling)
W 2–0 (M Harris, A Kemp)
W 4–0 (F Dearling X 2, K Van
Veenhuyzen, M Harris)
L 2–3 (M Harris, R Barreiro)

Vs Zimbabwe U18a

D

Vs Menlo Park
Vs Garsfontein
Vs Affies
Vs Shins

Vs St Albans
Vs Jeppe

Vs Sutherland
Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs

St Benedicts
Kes
St Johns
Grey College

Vs Affies

1–1 (M Harris)

D 1–1 (C Van Pletzen)
L 1–2 (F Dearling)
W 3–0 (F Dearling,
D Campbell, A Kemp)
W 7–0 (M Harris X 3, K
Van Veenhuyzen,
D 0–0
D 3–3 (F Dearling)
L 1–3 (M Pickering)
W 5–2 (R Barreiro X 2, R
Todd, M Harris, K Mokale)
W 6–1 (K Van Veenhuyzen
X 2, K Pietersen, R Todd,
R Barreiro, M Klomp)

1st Hockey Team

Front Row L–R: M Klomp, M Harris, M Pickering (Captain), C Bosch, K van Veenhuyzen.
Second Row L–R: R Barreiro, F Dearling, R Todd, K Mokale, P Hendry, A Kemp.
Back Row L–R: Mr P Franken (Coach), D Campbell, K Pietersen, Mr M van Zyl (Coach).
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Player Profiles: 1st Team Hockey
Matthew Pickering (Captain)
74 games
Full Colours-re-award
Gauteng North U18A
Matthew was an exceptional leader. He was very
passionate about both his and his team’s success.
The manner in which he played was indicative of
how he expected his team-mates to play and behave,
namely with great discipline.
Corbin Bosch
77 games
Honours –re-award
SA Schools U18A
Gauteng North U18A
Corbin has shown himself to be a world class goal
keeper with a bright future ahead of him. He is
congratulated on making the SA U18A side. His
maturity and responsibility were integral in his
dominance as a keeper. The high standards that he
set for himself will be a tough act to follow.
Mathew Harris
75 games
Full Colours –re-award
Gauteng North U18A
Mathew wears his heart on his sleeve. His passion
and ‘never say die’ attitude was an essential
contribution to the teams’ success. He set very high
standards for himself and was often critical of his
own play which could, at times, aﬀect his game. The
intense level with which he played was faultless.
Keegan Van Veenhuyzen
76 games
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18B
Keegan was a hard player who never gave up.
He fitted into the midfield role very well and his
work rate would always put the opposition under
pressure. Keegan has shown that you can give it
your all while still being a gentleman.
Michael Klomp
52 games
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A
Michael developed into a hard working midfielder.
His commitment and staying power was what kept
the engine room running. Michael soon learnt that you
need to be tough and not give an inch to the opposition
which he then dually did. He was never one to
complain, but just got on with the job at hand. Michael
will be remembered for him positive work ethic.

Shane Horsley
39 games
Gauteng North U18B
Shane is a player with a huge amount of talent. He
was unfortunate to pick up a serious injury early on
which kept him oﬀ the field for the better part of the
season.
Jamie Gous
19 games
Gauteng North U18B
Jamie’s ability to read the team dynamics was
exceptional. He always had a smile on his face and
an extremely positive outlook towards the game and
his team mates. He was very dedicated to the game
and always gave his all when representing his team,
despite his many other commitments to the school.
Corné van Pletzen
44 games
Corné was a hard, physical player who was prepared
to put his body on the line in defence and on attack.
He was a hard worker who had a positive impact on
the team.
Kevin Pietersen
27 games
Half Colours
Kevin sacrificed a lot for the team. A true team player,
who would play any position and do anything to
support his fellow players. He was a quiet individual
who preferred to keep a low profile and as a result,
received very little recognition for his contribution. I
thank him for his loyalty to the team.
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Khumo Mokale
41 games
Honours
SA Schools U18B
Gauteng North U18A
Khumalo has shown himself to be a mature player
who has grown in leaps and bounds to become a
great hockey player. He has realised that getting
to top requires commitment and dedication and he
uses every opportunity to perform at a high level.
He has a huge role to pay in the team in the future.
Fabio Dearling
28 games
Full Colours
Gauteng North U18A
Fabio has used his quick hands and exceptional
speed to become an invaluable asset to the team. He
can turn a game in an instant and that is what makes
him such a great player.
Ryan Todd
25 games
Half Colours
As Ryan started to believe in his ability and his
confidence grew, he became an asset to the team.
Next season will be a great year for him.
Roberto Barreiro
13 games
Roberto’s drive to play for the 1st XI is exactly how
he played the game. Always prepared to run, he
chase down every ball and always in a very unselfish
way. In his senior year, his contribution to the team
will be of great importance to their success and the
example he sets for the younger players invaluable.
Philip Hendry
26 games
Half Colours
Philip has grown in leaps and bounds as the season
progressed. He has shown great maturity which
has led him to play with self belief and confidence.
He has also shown a sense of calmness on the field
which is a vital part of being a great player.
Daelon Campbell
25 games
Half Colours
Gauteng North U16A
Daelon has proved his metal as a youngster. He has
played with a high level of maturity and execution.
He has definitely not allowed the more experienced
players to dominate him on the field. With a positive
work ethic, there is a good hockey future ahead of him.
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Pablo Talbot
5 games
Gauteng North U16A
Pablo’s excellent U16 season was rewarded when he
received an opportunity to represent the First Team.
He was not intimidated at all by the moment and
held his own. With hard work and commitment, he
will have a role to play in the future.
Mark Knoetze (2 ) and Bryce Maier (2) both made
appearances for the First Team. I am sure that they
will be permanent fixtures in the team in the seasons
ahead.
Mornay van Zyl
Coach

The season started with the traditional first fixture
against KES at KES. With only one practice session
under the belt we approached this fixture with
caution. It was clear on the day that our basic skills
and fitness were not up to scratch. After a tough and
gritty game which saw many substitutions for tired
legs, we drew 0–0.
The next week a stringent fitness programme was
put into place which included the dreaded “Chinese
Toilet”. My goal with the team was to get them
fighting fit. Another important component at this
level is to have near perfect basic skills and we set to
work on honing these. The boys bought into this and
were in good stead to start having fun and winning
games.
Our second fixture saw us facing St Stithians.
We dominated possession of the ball for most of
the game. We managed to put away 3 goals – Pedré
Viljoen, Kyle Rorke and Roberto Barreiro each
scoring a goal. However, due to a few unfortunate
mistakes, we conceded 4 goals and lost the game.
Confidence hit a low point and we needed a win to
get ourselves on track.
The next weekend we travelled to Maritzburg
College to face them on their home turf. Cameron
Welch joined us in the goals after having been oﬀ at
the beginning of the season due to injury. College
came at us with great confidence, but Francois Le
Même managed to put one past their keeper which
changed the atmosphere on the field. We were in the
lead for most of the game, but conceded a breakaway goal in the dying minutes of the game, so
drawing the game 1–1.
Our next fixture was against Parktown where we
once again drew 0–0. The boys were beginning to
think that they were cursed to draw. The dry spell
was, however, broken when we beat Aﬃes 4–2, with
Thapelo Aphane scoring 2 goals. Calvin Janse van
Vuuren and Francois Le Même also scored a goal
each.
Without getting big heads we went into the next
fixture against Jeppe cautiously optimistic. We
were on form and dominated play from the start.
Roberto dived at a short corner hit and scored a
most dramatic deflection goal. Francois scored an
interesting yet eﬀective “under-cut chip” which flew
over their keeper and Calvin netted a goal allowing
us to win 3–0. We had tasted victory in the past 2

weeks and liked it.
The following week saw us playing St Benedicts
at home. The team’s fitness was peaking and their
basic skills were solid. Calvin opened the goal
scoring early in the game and Francois scored a
hat-trick which included one of the most awesome
diving deflection goals of the season. Calvin, Luke
Greyling and Bryce Maier scored a goal each, which
resulted in our winning very comfortably 6–0.
Beside the dramatic scores which we were
chalking up, what was more pertinent at this stage
of the season was that the team had gelled and
was playing like a well-oiled machine. There was
no selfish play, but instead the idea that we win
together or lose together. There was no more “me”
spoken of, only “us”.
The weekend before the start of the June exams,
saw the return fixture against KES. We welcomed
Jamie Gous, Corné van Pletzen and Shane Horsley
to the team. A new team dynamic came into play
and we initially battled to get focused. The team
played hard and found relief in Pedré’s only goal
of the game. A gritty encounter saw us emerging
victorious, the score 1–0.
We played St Johns away the following weekend.
The boys showed guts and dedication in the week
leading up to the fixture, balancing studying for
the exams with our practices. Their devotion paid
oﬀ on the day and we played an awesome game
of hockey on what felt like the coldest day of the
year. Kyle Rorke’s words rang true that day when
he said through chattering teeth “Okes if you try hit
the ball, your fingers will break oﬀ. It’s just slapping
and pushing today.” His advice was heeded and we
went on to win 2–0, Francois and Jamie each scoring
a goal.
The exams were in full swing and practices
continued in preparation for the final fixture of the
term against St Albans. We decided to try a diﬀerent
tactic based on the concept of “the best form of
defence is attack”. The forward line was made
four-players-strong with a dual centre-forward
combination. Bradley Joynt and his men at the back
were up for the challenge of keeping the opposition
at bay at all costs, with fewer defenders to help. The
strategy paid oﬀ and we won 2–1, with Bryce and
Shane the goal scorers.
The long-awaited mid-year break took its toll
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on our fitness and basics. We had our hands full
when we returned to get back to where we had been
before the holidays. Having only been back for one
week, we faced Grey Bloemfontein on their home
turf. Grey proved to be a very worthy opponent.
The game was tough with very high levels of skill
being displayed on both sides. The score-line went
like a proverbial yo-yo with us taking the lead early
on by 2 goals. Grey then scored and we returned the
favour and so it went on right to the closing seconds
of the game. We won 6–4 in what was a nail-biting
and tough encounter. Shane scored a hat-trick and
Calvin, Corné and Pedré managed to net one each.
Our old friends and rivals Maritzburg College was
up next for the return fixture. I am not sure what it was,
perhaps having had too many wins on the trot, but we
ran onto the field that day with a diﬀerent approach.
The first half of the game went fairly well with Shane
Horsley scoring early on. We went into the second half
1–0 up and then the wheels seemed to fall oﬀ. College
scored 3 goals and went on to win the game.
After the Maritzburg fixture it was long faces allround and we needed to lift our heads for the return
fixture against Aﬃes. This game was to conclude
the season and we wanted to end well. Practices that
week were business as usual, tough and tiring. The
big day finally came and we found that we were a
couple of players down due to illness and injury.
A few players were borrowed from the 3rd team
and we ran out onto the turf, determined to win.
Running our attacking line up as best we could, we
took control from the beginning, Francois scoring
an early goal. This was to be a physical and brutal
encounter. Aﬃes managed to put one goal past our
keeper, but the team found its Midas touch and
seemed to do little wrong. Shane had an outstanding
game and scored 5 goals, Francois and Corné each
scored one, allowing us to win 7–1.
It was a bitter-sweet feeling at the end of the
season. We played some of the best hockey of the
season that day and had done ourselves proud, but

it was sad to have the season come to an end. With a
quick photo shoot after the game, it was goodbye to
the 2nd team of 2012.
All too often the forwards (especially those who
score goals) get all the mention and credit. But
a team is made up of all the players on the field
including those on the bench. Victor Hugo filled in
for Cameron Welch at the beginning of the season
and did a fine job for the team. With Cameron’s
returning, he added his dynamic skill set to the goals
and played some brilliant hockey. And of course,
Steven Meyburgh, who stood in for Cameron at
the end of the season, did some great work in the
goals. Bradley Joynt (our closet centre forward) was
a pillar of strength at the back, flanked by his trusty
aids, the skillful Mark Knoetze and Bryce “Sherman
Tank” Maier. The link between a back line and the
goal scorers is a vital one. This role was taken on
with gusto and skill by Kyle Rorke at the pivotal
position of centre link, flanked by the versatile
Thapelo “TP” Aphane, the opportunistic Francois Le
Même and the omnipresent Jamie Gous. Our front
line consisted of Shane Horsley as high lying striker
(a position that allowed him to bag many a goal),
the nippy and skillful Pedré Viljoen, the hungry-toscore Calvin Janse van Vuuren and the trusty and
hard-hitting Corné van Pletzen (who would grace
every warm-up session with a rendition of a song
by one of his favorite pop idols). Another versatile
player was Luke Greyling who played in positions
ranging from half to link to forward, all of which
he played with great skill. Mention must be made
of two 3rd team players who frequently helped
out when our numbers were down. Thank you to
Matthew Leppan and Connor Henry.
A unanimous decision saw Kyle Rorke being
elected as the captain of 2012, a position which he
took on with a positive attitude and great insight.
Clyde MacDonald
Coach

Hockey 3rd Team
The 2012 hockey season was a great one for the 3rd
Team, which won most of the traditional Saturday
fixtures and beat many other schools’ 1st teams in the
Pretoria League. The team approached practices with
diligence and concerted eﬀort, while maintaining a
measure of humour. Matches where played in the
true Boys High boy manner under the leadership of
our captain Garrick. It was a pleasure playing with
such enthusiastic players. I thank our coach Travis
Mitchell, who spared no eﬀort in coaching us.

Fabio Dearling protecting the ball
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The 4th team had has an outstanding season. There
were problems, but none which seemed to have
an eﬀect on the team. Friendships where made on
and oﬀ the field. We are truly not only fellow school
boys, but brothers.
The one thing which made this season so special
was the team spirit. Regardless of the circumstance,
everyone always gave it his all. One of the best
memories is the voluntary fitness session we did
without our coach. It was a case of not what the team
can do for the individual but what the individual
can do for the team. I have never seen a group of
boys run like we did this season.
Everyone had a special role in the team. Any team
could do with defenders like Danai Banga, Ernest Uys,
Mike Mpanya and a loud sweeper, shouting orders
like only Ryen Gast can. No team is complete without
a joker and we had two! Josh McDonald and Andrew
Jones gave us many laughs. Rossouw van Vuuren
always served us well in the dying moments of a game
and received the opportunity of a short corner.
Our midfield players ran their hearts out and
special mention must be made of Richard Finlayson,

Luke Voigt and Ari Nicolaides. They all have
excellent vision and played as one.
In attack Bogosi Moloisane, Dithoriso Diholo
and Alex Menu made crucial runs and could slice
through any defence. Cameron Giovannoni has a
knack of being in the right place at the right time
and scored over twenty goals.
Some of our greatest victories include demolishing
Aﬃes 5–0 and 8–0 and the win against a very strong
Midstream side. This victory took away their
winning season, and special mention must be made
of Kedar Naidoo who made some crucial saves.
Our greatest victory, however, was when we beat
Maritzburg College 2–0 on Hofmeyr Oval. It was
a performance which earned us Sports Team of the
Week! We reached our goals!
It has been an amazing journey and I am grateful
to all who made it such a great season. You will
always be remembered. Thank you for inspiring me.
Impossible is truly possible.
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Charl Reyneke
Coach

Hockey 5th Team
We had to face most of the 1st Teams of other
schools in the Pretoria League which resulted in
our either losing or winning by a great margin.
Other than that the boys and I had a very successful
season, pulling oﬀ a double against Maritzburg
College, and beating KES very convincingly. In
total we scored 35 goals this season, scored by all
the forwards and midfielders – Rory Barlow and
Matthew Hawken top-scoring with eight each.
The defensive line and keeper, held together by
Thlogi Mosuwe and Tiano da Conceicao, should be
congratulated for defending as well as they did. A
special thanks to Michael Nel for guiding the side

to great victories and showing great leadership
skills which did not go unnoticed by the team. The
group of boys whom I had the privilege of coaching
was very enthusiastic– and even the simplest minigame was played with passion and determination
which gave me the confidence of knowing that I
had a very strong team at my disposal. I am very
proud to say that the boys grew into stronger more
skilled players. I thank them for putting their heart
into every game.
Daniel van Wyk
Coach

Hockey 6th Team
This team did not exist at the start of the season –
it was created after a request from senior boys who
wanted to play hockey.
Our first match was against CBC on a Wednesday
afternoon. It was a very enjoyable match to watch

– passion, commitment, excitement. These guys
seriously wanted to win.
Mornay van Zyl
Master in Charge
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Hockey U16A
The season started with enthusiasm and a lot of
talent on display during trials which took place
mid March. After a good few hours in the Pretoria
sun the selectors finally settled on the 14 boys who
would start the season as the U16A team.
The week after trials was our first match against
one of our traditional fixtures, KES, followed by St
Stithians a week later, before we flew to Grey High,
Port Elizabeth, for the U16 Nomads Festival on the
last weekend of the April holidays.
KES is always a tough fixture. They are generally
a good hockey school, and this was the first match
of the season. It was a good start for us as we came
away with a 2–1 win – the result we were looking for
to start the season.
Next up was the St Stithians fixture. We started
very slowly and had an average first half. The
second half was a complete turn around and we
played some attractive hockey to record a 5–1 win.
We started the Nomads Festival with great
expectation and two excellent results, playing some
excellent hockey against two of the top hockey
schools in the country, Wynburg (2–1) and Selborne
(4–2). The second day saw a diﬀerent team take to
the field and play some very indiﬀerent hockey, first
against Hilton (1–4) then a very well drilled Wit Gift
team from England (0–5). Our last game was against
the hosts, Grey Port Elizabeth (1–3). After leaving
Grey we knew that we had a lot of work to do before
playing Maritzburg College at the beginning of the
second term.
The season advanced quickly. With a lot of
hard work and dedication, the team progressed
admirably and played excellent hockey, dominating
most opposition.
The start of the Pretoria league was our match
against Cornwall Hill (0–9) before we headed to
the Midlands to face Maritzburg College (2–4).
Unfortunately we went down to them but the
hockey we played stood us in good stead for the rest
of the season.
Thereafter the season was in full swing with
Pretoria League fixtures on Wednesdays as well as
weekend fixtures.
The Pretoria League saw us play nine fixtures
against: Zwartkop (6–0), Menlo (4–1), Garsfontein
(5–0), Waterkloof (4–2), Aﬃes (3–2) Eldoraigne (3–
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0), Sutherland (9–0) and St Albans (3–1). With these
results we had a 100% record, winning the Pretoria
League.
Our Saturday fixtures in the second term started
with Parktown, a game which we dominated for a
3–2 win. We then hosted St Benedicts and recorded
a 2–0 win
On an icy cold morning, we played some excellent
hockey against St Johns (3–2), scored some brilliant
goals, but also conceded some soft goals. Fortunately
we were able to hold on to our lead.
The return fixture against KES (2–0) saw another
tussle between two equally passionate schools.
After the July holidays we had four fixtures
remaining. We started with a solid win against Jeppe
(5–0) then we set oﬀ to by Grey Bloemfontein. This
was a very disappointing weekend for we went
down 1–2 in a game which we should have won.
Maritzburg College presented another titanic
struggle and an entertaining game which they
ended up winning 2–4, their fourth goal coming on
full time after we were pressing for the equalizer.
In our last fixture, the second against Aﬃes (5–0),
we played some superb hockey and scored some
remarkable goals.
That concluded our regular season, but we still
had two fixtures left. The first against the English
school Royal Grammar (9–0) and the second
against the Zimbabwe U16A team. This was a very
disappointing way to end the season as we had a 5–1
lead at half-time but we managed only to draw the
game 5–5.
We played good hockey this season, and the
results show it. We won the Pretoria League, played
9, won 9, goals for 46, goals against 6. Overall we
played 26 games, won 19, lost 6 and drew 1, we
scored 49 goals and conceded 37.
I thank all the players who contributed to the
season, for all the hard work they put in at training
sessions which paid oﬀ and made this a very
enjoyable season.
I congratulate Tyler Easton, Pablo Talbot, Tiago
da Serra, Peter Lennon and Matthew Smith who
represented North Gauteng.
Colin Fielding
Coach
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4
First XI Hockey Team
Jamie Gous chasing down the ball
Llewellyn Strydom battling for the ball
Tyler Easton giving chase against Maritzburg College
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Hockey U16B
The year presented spectators with some awesome
hockey but towards the end it developed into a year
of good-but-unfinished hockey.

KES W
St Stithians
Maritzburg
Parktown
AHS W
Sutherland
St Benedicts
KES
St Johns
St Albans
Jeppe
Grey
Maritzburg
AHS
Won
Drew

W
2
L
L
L
1
W
W
D
D
D
D
W
L
W

6
4

1

3
1. Inter-House hockey
2. Fabio Dearling receiving a pass
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GF
1
0
2
0
0
9
5
1
0
1
3
2
2
2
30
Los
Played

GA
1
4
2
1
2
1
0
1
3
1
5
0
22
4
14

The team comprised nineteen boys throughout the
season. K Schoeman, B van Veenhuyzen, G Grobbelaar,
M Hills, I Benn and M Knoetze played all fourteen
matches; D le Même and M Netshituka played twelve;
J Schoeman, D Hand, B Burrell and S James played ten
to
t twelve matches.
Van Veenhuyzen and Netshituka acted as the
“Great
“
Wall of China” at the back with Netshituka
closing
c
down at least 95% of all opposition short
corners.
c
The top goal scorer was S James who put
twelve
t
goals into the back of the net. He was ably
assisted
a
by le Même, Knoetze and others. Proudfoot
started
s
the season in the goals, and Reynecke
ended
e
the season in the goals, both having moved
mountains
m
to keep the ball out.
The season may not have ended the way the boys
h hoped, but it did not stop them from giving of
had
t
their
best. I thank all the boys who participated in the
s
success
of the season.
Mr
M Andrew de Kock
Coach
C
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3. Great attempt to save a penalty flick
4. 1st Team discussing which penalty corner to execute

It is hard to believe when glancing over the fixtures
for the year that the hockey season extends over a
period of only six months. During those months I was
given the opportunity of having significant contact
time in which to help the boys to reach a new level in
their hockey skills and ultimately to gain confidence
in the skills which they already possessed.
We began the season on an all time high, but with a
lot of pressure: it was the first match on the Astroturf
for the first fixture of the year, against KES U16B team.
Our boys not only rose to the challenge but took the
opportunity to walk away with a 5–1 win.
We maintained the intensity into our game against
St. Stithians and left undefeated once again. It was
then that we prepared ourselves for the toughest
fixture of the year – the Maritzburg exchange.
The boys played a great game and, despite not
having our keeper and having a few injuries from
the basketball played the night before, we did not
lose without a fight. As the season progressed we

maintained our standards and, although we lost
players to injuries and illnesses, we did not lose our
passion and pride. Nothing stood in the way of the
boys, and we managed to scout some keen players
from the D-Team who got straight in. We faced the
boys across the road, walking away with heads held
high and a draw to our name.
We played thirteen games, lost four, drew two
and won seven. I will always remember the boys’
willingness to go the extra mile. They decided not only
to practise on Tuesdays and Thursdays but to put in
an hour every Monday evening on the Astroturf, as
well as a fitness session every Wednesday. This kind of
participation and passion will take these hockey players
from strength to strength. I am privileged to have had
the opportunity to coach them, and to see so many of
them move up the ranks throughout the season.

SPORT

Hockey U16C

Ms R-L Kellock
Coach

Hockey U16D
The transition from a week of trials to the first fixture
against KES was always going to be a challenge for
the boys, but nothing seemed a step too far for them.
The team’s success outlined the depth in the school’s
U16 hockey. The boys were lucky enough to play in
the Pretoria B League. Their skills were tested often
as they played against many Pretoria schools’ A and
B teams. They played 9 matches in the league, won
5, lost 2 and drew 2.
In the traditional boys’ schools’ fixtures the team
fared exceptionally well. A solid 2–0 win away at
KES on the first weekend laid the foundation for a
double win over Maritzburg College and Aﬃes.
Further big wins were recorded against Jeppe, St
Benedicts, St Johns and St Albans. The team played

13 matches on Saturdays, won 12 and lost 1. The team
was ably captained by Keegan Stratford and Marc
Coetzee before they both found themselves in the C
team. Jimmy Fischer took over and did a great job
keeping the boys motivated and getting the results.
Special mention must be made of Timothy Fraser and
Etienne Scheepers for their goals during the season,
as well as of Bokang Seemane, Byron Lotter, Gareth
Waldeck and Garth Kirkcaldy for solid performances
all-round. Every individual carried his weight and
contributed to the success of the team.
It was a pleasure coaching such dedicated players.
Vincent Duys
Coach

Hockey U16E
This has been a season of ups and downs. We have
faced very strong teams and suﬀered a fair number
of defeats, which the boys have taken on the chin
and then resolved to do better next time.
Our biggest defeat came at the hands of Maritzburg
College, who took us down 1–6 in an away fixture
early in the season. Not once did the boys back down.
They unfailingly showed true spirit and grit to fight
until the final whistle in every game. Every practice
and Pretoria League game was an opportunity for
the boys to improve their skills and to unite as a
team. After a few losses, the boys came back with a
vengeance and defeated St Albans 6–1.
With everyone’s spirits high, the boys faced Grey

College on Grey’s hallowed turf and beat them 2–0. Our
final game of the season saw us once again come up
against Maritzburg College. Showing true Boys High
fighting spirit and determination, the whole team stood
as one and narrowly lost the fixture 0–1, which was a
massive improvement on our earlier performance.
I am extremely proud of each member of the team.
It has been a privilege to coach such determined
hockey players. The season has shown that they all
have the qualities to become a valued member of a
senior hockey team in the future.
Ms Christine Parkin
Coach)
The Pretorian
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Hockey U14A
The U14 A team enjoyed a remarkable season this
year. Buoyed by an immense win record, they
played every game with style and composure
well beyond their years. The season was a busy
one, in which they played 26 games, including the
Nomads tour to Jeppe in Johannesburg. While the
season started with some setbacks, including two
losses in the first four games, the team improved
every week throughout the season, striking fear
into the opposition. At one stage, they enjoyed an
11 match winning streak, which included victories
over Hilton College, Glenwood, Parktown Boys
and rivals Aﬃes. When one considers how many
members of the team were selected for provincial
representation, it is clear that this is a talented group
of hockey players. From their skills on the field to
their likeability oﬀ it, it truly was a privilege to work
with these young men:
Matthew Glover
Matthew captained the side brilliantly this season,
and sets an excellent example for his teammates. His
leadership, responsibility and motivation inspired
the players in every game. As the regular left half,
Matthew’s tenacity and skill in defence prevented
the opposition from goal scoring opportunities in
every match. He certainly has a great hockey career
ahead of him at Boys High.
Zander Taljaard
Goaltenders are often the unsung heroes in hockey,
and Zander was no diﬀerent. I think we often took
for granted that he would make four or five saves a
game, and Zander always delivered in style. Having
only kept for one year so far, he has shown that he
possesses the skills necessary to perform at a high
level, and I am sure he will continue to do so.
Tyron Denton
Often the joker in the team, Tyron oﬀered much
light-hearted humour oﬀ the field which eased
tensions. However, his performances on the field
were anything but light-hearted. He played a crucial
role in the sweeper position, preventing countless
attacks as the last line of defence. His role in taking
the 16 yard hits was also vital.
Jarryd Brown
Jarryd is a versatile player who has excellent pace
and ball control. He made the right half position
his own, and gave the team an extra edge with both
his attacking and defensive capabilities. He put in a
number of “Man of the Match” performances and
had a particularly impressive Nomads tour to Jeppe.
Mark Lamprecht
Mark was a stalwart in the middle of the field this
year, and is one of the hardest workers I have ever
seen on the astro. He went into every tackle with
The Pretorian

strength and skill, winning hits and distributing the
ball with ease. He also played a vital role in the short
corners and was a force going forward and working
with Mark Chong. His commitment to the sport is
incredible.
Freddie von Maltitz
It is very clear that Fred takes hockey very seriously
and thus he was one of the most focussed and
determined players in the team. Switching between
the right link and right wing positions, Freddie’s
skill and poise were the main catalyst for a number
of goals and victories. As vice-captain of the team,
he set a good example to the rest of the team by
putting 100% into every practice session and match.
Michael Sinclair
Michael was one of the most improved players this
season, who went from being a regular substitute to
a regular starter. He dominated the left side of the
field with his accurate passing and vision. His big
hit also ensured that opposition defenders would
back oﬀ when he was in possession, which led to a
number of chance creations.
Oliver Eggers
Judging by Ollie’s amiable and gregarious nature,
one wouldn’t think he was capable of making
enemies on the field, but his ability to compete for
the ball with players twice his size did just that.
Ollie played in just about every position beside
goaltender this season, and his contributions all
over the field were immense. He is determined and
passionate about the sport, and this will serve him
well in the future.
Jordan Grant
Jordan is a talented and skilful player who
produced a number of impressive performances
in the link positions this season. He has brilliant
close ball control which makes him a nightmare
for opposition defences. He provided a number of
assists to the forwards, and produced a number of
game-changing performances.
TK Khanyile
TK joined the team halfway through the season after
a series of impressive performances for the B team,
and he certainly continued that form for the rest
of the season. He is a versatile player whose high
work rate won countless turnovers. If TK continues
to work at improving in the sport, I am confident
that he will enjoy a successful hockey career at Boys
High.
Mark Chong
Mark is simply an exceptional all-round hockey
player. He was one of the main cogs in the system,
controlling play at centre link and running hard at
the opposition. It is impossible to find a weakness

